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Executive Summary
Introduction
This study has been commissioned by Ofcom to enable it to develop its strategic
response to the emerging Cognitive Radio (CR) debate, both nationally and
internationally. The study, therefore, builds on previous Software Defined Radio
reports1,2 and considers aspects such as CR terminology, technologies, potential
development timescales, user scenarios and regulation.
The report starts with this Executive Summary which poses and responds to, a set
of questions and concludes with a number of summary recommendations ordered
into themes. The main report body contains technological, regulatory and economic
discussions and a complete list of study recommendations. The Appendices contain
technical data and flowcharts to support the main report body.

Study Background
Most of today’s radio systems are not aware of their radio spectrum environment
and operate in a specific frequency band using a specific spectrum access system.
Investigations of spectrum utilisation indicate that not all the spectrum is used in
space (geographic location) or time3 (see spectrum usage pane below). A radio,
therefore, that can sense and understand its local radio spectrum environment, to
identify temporarily vacant spectrum and use it, has the potential to provide higher
bandwidth services, increase spectrum efficiency and minimise the need for
centralised spectrum management. This could be achieved by a radio that can make
autonomous (and rapid) decisions about how it accesses spectrum. Cognitive radios
have the potential to do this.
Spatial and temporal
spectrum usage plots3
Diurnal and spatial spectrum
usage measurements3
indicate that the spectrum is
not used all the time (blue
regions) and that the usage
(green regions) depends on
location.

Time of
day

Frequency MHz

Cognitive radios have the
potential to jump in and
out of un-used spectrum
gaps to increase
spectrum efficiency and
provide wideband
services.

1

Sturman, T.A, An Evaluation of Software Defined Radio, Ofcom 2006
http://www.ofcom.org.uk/research/ technology/overview/emer_tech/sdr/AnEvalofSDRMainDocumentv1.pdf
2

Gultchev, S et al, Evaluation of Software Defined Radio Technology, Ofcom 2006,.
http://www.ofcom.org.uk/research/technology/overview/emer_tech/sdr/eval.pdf,
3

Ofcom, Cognitive Radio Webpage, www.ofcom.org.uk/research/technology/overview/emer_tech/cograd/]
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A generic Cognitive Radio system has three broad elements. These elements
incorporate an understanding of:
·

the communications requirements of its user;

·

the radio frequency environment in which it is operating; and

·

the various network and regulatory policies which apply to it.

These three elements will need to interact with each other to provide an ideal
Cognitive Radio system.
The definitions of CR are still being developed by industry and academia. At one
extreme, a Full CR is assumed to be a fully re-configurable radio device that can
“cognitively” adapt itself to both users’ needs and its local environment. For
example, a mobile handset may use cognitive reasoning to automatically
reconfigure itself from a cellular radio to a PMR radio, or it may automatically power
down when in a sensitive environment (such as a hospital, cinema or airport). This
full CR is often referred to as a Mitola radio (named after the MITRE scientist
Joseph Mitola). It is unlikely to be achieved in the next 20 years because it implies
the availability of full software defined radio technologies coupled with cognitive
capabilities. If flexibility of hardware and intelligence to control or configure the
hardware, are two axes of a matrix (see panel below), then a full cognitive radio
(Mitola radio) would be at the top right.
Full Cognitive radio
(Mitola Radio)

Flexibility
Ultimate Software Radio

2030 ?

Impulse
Radio
2015?

Ideal Software Radio

Software Defined Radio

Software controlled Radio

JTRS
BOWMAN (+PRR)
MMR BT- Fusion
Vanu UPSR
Vanu prototypes

W-CDMA
SDR 2+
combinations
by 2010

PBR
MBITR
WiFi
WLAN
Bluetooth

follower jammer
GSM
MIMO
DECT
DAMA

logic

analysis

?

?

?

Intelligence
intuition

If a matrix with y-axis of RF flexibility and x-axis of Intelligent Signal Processing (ISP) was
plotted then a Mitola radio would be placed at the top right section. Current and planned
radio systems would sit towards the left and below.

As we move back from this full Mitola radio implementation, we expect to see
achievable forms of intelligent reconfigurable CRs within the next 5 years. These will
be radios that can intelligently adapt at the physical layer, using software defined
radio techniques coupled with basic intelligence. These intelligent radios may deliver
QINETIQ/06/00420
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significant benefits without the need to achieve a complete Mitola implementation.
Many of today’s radio systems already exhibit some characteristics of a cognitive
radio (e.g. WLANs, military follower jammers); such as interference avoidance or
adaptive modulation scheme selection to facilitate co-existence.
Although Cognitive Radio technology, in its full form (i.e. a Mitola radio), holds much
promise in maximising spectral efficiency, the technology implies a radical departure
from existing methods of spectrum regulation. Many complications and challenges
exist, however, from both a technical and a regulatory standpoint and these need to
be understood before regulatory actions are considered for CR. Ofcom, therefore, is
keen to understand the technology, development timescales and user issues
associated with CR to ensure any expected benefits are maximised by appropriate
regulation.

Study Issues and Approach
To understand the issues surrounding the commercial exploitation of CR, this study
addresses seven key questions:
1.

What is cognitive radio (CR)?

2.

When will CR happen?

3.

What are the potential applications of CR and what spectrum could it use?

4.

What are the key benefits and challenges of CR?

5.

How will CRs be controlled in a changing radio environment?

6.

What are the key regulatory and security issues concerning CR?

7.

What spectrum efficiency and economic benefits might be expected from CR?

These questions were examined through a one year CR study comprising
workshops, theoretical studies and software-based demonstrations of cognitive
behaviour. The study team, led by QinetiQ, comprised a consortium of MAC Ltd,
Red-M and the Universities of Surrey and Strathclyde. A key aim of the study was to
understand if a software-based simulation system could be developed to provide
regulatory insight into the impact of CR deployment on legacy radio users.
The progress made in answering each of the seven key questions is summarised in
the key findings below and detailed in the main body of the report.

QINETIQ/06/00420
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Key Findings
1 - What is Cognitive Radio?
There are many definitions of CR and definitions are still being developed both in academia
and through standards bodies, such as IEEE-1900 and the Software Defined Radio Forum.
Summarising Mitola, a full CR can be defined as “…a radio that is aware of its surroundings
and adapts intelligently”. This may require adaptation and intelligence at all the 7 layers of
the ISO model.
To direct this study, however, the working definition used was:
“A CR uses intelligent signal processing (ISP) at the physical layer of a wireless system
and is achieved by combining ISP with software defined radio (SDR)”.
In this working definition a CR makes use of a flexible radio and intelligence so that it can
adapt to changes in the environment, to its user’s requirements and to the requirements of
other radio users sharing the spectrum environment. This definition is intended to cover a
spectrally aware cognitive radio system that would be of interest to regulators.
See Section 2

CR is the amalgamation of software defined radio (SDR) and intelligent signal
processing (ISP). These are extensive topics in their own right and Ofcom has
commissioned two separate studies into SDR1,2. The concept of ISP has been
investigated by researchers since the 1960s, with significant contributions being
collated in an IEEE volume in 20014.
Combining the facets of radio flexibility, intelligence and spectral awareness, a full
CR will adapt itself to changes in the environment, its user’s requirements and the
requirements of other radio users sharing the spectrum (in time and space). A full
CR will also use long-term analysis to learn about its environment and its own
behaviour.
CR implies intelligent signal processing (ISP) at the physical layer of a wireless
system, i.e. the layer that performs functions such as communications resource
management, access to the communications medium, etc. Usually, (but not
necessarily) it is accompanied by ISP at higher layers of the Open System
Interconnection (OSI) model (see panel below). If ISP is not implemented at these
higher layers then a CR will be restricted in what it can do. Because a
communication exchange uses all seven OSI layers, ideally all seven layers need to
be flexible if the CR’s intelligence is to be fully exploited. Without optimisation of all
the layers, spectrum efficiency gains may not be optimised. This level of complexity,
required for the full (Mitola) CR, may not be achievable for many years.

4

Haykin, S. and Kosko, B., Intelligent Signal Processing, IEEE Press, New York, 2001.
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complex
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As the physical layer (including antennas, amplifiers and ADC) is more pertinent to
regulators, the definition of CR developed for the purposes of this study contains the
phrase, “ISP at the physical layer of a wireless system”. It is emphasised, however,
that ISP at other layers of the communication protocol stack should not be ignored.
In conclusion, the definition of a full (Mitola) CR implies intelligent signal processing
at all layers of the OSI model. This theoretical definition is some years from being
achieved and may, in fact, never be necessary. Many of the benefits conferred by
CR can be achieved with lower degrees of ISP, hence the use of a simplified
definition for CR for the purpose of this study. Intelligent, reconfigurable radios meet
the requirements of the study definition. That is, they use ISP at the physical layer of
the wireless system and combine this with software defined radio.

QINETIQ/06/00420
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2 - When will CR happen?
Full Cognitive Radios (Mitola radios) do not exist at the moment and are not likely to emerge
until 2030, when fully flexible SDR technologies and the intelligence required to exploit them
cognitively can be practically implemented.
However, true cognition and fully flexible radios in terms of the Mitola definition may not be
needed, as simple intelligence and basic reconfigurability at the physical layer could provide
significant benefits over traditional types of radio. We expect basic intelligent reconfigurable
CR prototypes to emerge within the next five years. Some devices available already have
some elements of CR.
See Section 3

There are two main obstacles to realising a Full CR. The first is the challenge of
making a truly cognitive device, or a machine with the ability to intelligently make
decisions based on its own situational awareness. Cognitive science is in its infancy.
At this stage it is impossible to tell when machine cognition will be realised: it could
be 50 years, 500 years or perhaps not at all. The second challenge is reliance on
the development of SDR technologies to enable reconfigurability. It is expected that
a single full CR (Mitola) device capable of operating in any frequency band up to
3GHz without the need for rigid front-end hardware (excluding the antenna) will not
be available before 2030.
It should be noted that true cognition and fully flexible radio technologies may not be
needed, as simple intelligence at the physical layer, coupled with basic
reconfigurable technologies, could provide significant benefits over traditional types
of radio. It can be argued that certain elements of CR are already used in some
contemporary radio systems. Examples include adaptive allocation of frequency
channels in DECT wireless telephones, adaptive power control in cellular networks
and multiple input multiple output (MIMO) techniques.
It is predicted that developments towards full CR will be gradual, as the key
elements required continue to appear in successive versions of current radio
platforms. Within the next five years CR prototypes will have emerged and perhaps
even one or two market products will be available. These will rely heavily on
developments in SDR. They will not be very intelligent and will use logical and
analytical ISP rather than cognition. To start with, devices containing several
analogue radio circuits with a switch to connect them to a common digitised
intermediate frequency (IF) or baseband subsystem are predicted. This approach,
although not very practical due to the finite number of analogue circuits that can be
squeezed onto an acceptably compact form factor, is the only way to make flexible
radios in the near future. Gradually, developments in SDR will allow greater
flexibility, until such a time that the analogue radio circuit design will have given way
to full digital SDR, with little or no limits imposed by hardware (excluding antennas).
It is predicted that ISP will have improved but will still operate at the analytical level.
A key element in enabling the development of CRs will be establishing the rules to
dictate how differing CR devices, networks and services co-exist with each other in
the same spectrum space. Standards bodies are already beginning to focus on
these issues. The IEEE-1900-B Working Group, for example, is developing an
information protocol standard that can be transmitted to CRs to enable
heterogeneous networks to optimise their behaviours and hence co-exist with other
radio systems. This standard is considered to be critical to the development and roll
out of heterogeneous CR devices and networks. It is anticipated that the standard
will be available for implementation within 5 years.

QINETIQ/06/00420
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3 - What are the potential applications of CR and
what spectrum could it use?
A stakeholder’s workshop run as part of this study highlighted that CR techniques which
allow spectrum sharing with other spectrum users are ideal for non-time critical applications.
Four applications were considered to be the most promising: Multimedia download with
moderate data rates and near ubiquitous coverage, Emergency communications with
moderate data-rates and localised primary user coverage, Broadband wireless networking
with high data-rates and localised coverage and Multimedia wireless networking with high
data-rate and localised coverage. A number of spectrum bands between ~140MHz-11GHz
were also highlighted where sharing could take place for each application.
The workshop also highlighted that CR techniques could be applied to current systems, e.g.
mobile phone handover between GSM and 3G networks, which would improve QoS etc.
See Section 4

To address the above question a one-day workshop was held with various
stakeholders including mobile service providers, manufacturers, academics, Air
Traffic Control (ATC) radar operators and regulators (MoD, Ofcom).
The meeting first identified potential applications of CR and then considered
potential bands where CR systems could be deployed. The meeting highlighted that,
for CR systems that are secondary users of the spectrum and need to coexist with
primary systems, non-time sensitive services, such as downloading videos to mobile
phones for play back at a later time, could be more appropriate. This would mitigate
against the need for high reliability CR systems which may not be achievable due to
the hidden node problem (this is explained under Question 4). The workshop
highlighted ten possible shared applications. These were then further analysed and
an assessment made of the suitability of each application. Ultimately, four promising
applications were identified:
·

Mobile multimedia downloads (for example, download of music/video files to
portable players) which require moderate data rates and near-ubiquitous
coverage;

·

Emergency communications services that require a moderate data rate and
localised coverage (for example, video transmission from firemen’s’
helmets);

·

Broadband wireless networking (for example, using nomadic laptops), which
needs high data rates, but where users may be satisfied with localised “hot
spot” services;

·

Multimedia wireless networking services (e.g. audio/video distribution within
homes) requiring high data rates.

Having identified potential sharing applications, the frequencies where CR systems
could share spectrum were then investigated. Spectrum activity in the analogue land
mobile radio (e.g. between 148 – 470MHz), is considered to be low and has the
advantage that base station locations are known and contemporary receivers are
robust against interference. CRs could use a database of base station locations
together with local spectrum monitoring devices to identify temporal spectrum gaps.
Additional measures may be required to mitigate the hidden node problem.
The Digital Video Broadcasting-Terrestrial (DVB-T) band has a large amount of
spectrum potentially available (e.g. bands 300–1000 MHz) and receivers are also
reasonably robust against interference. Interleaved spectrum would enable

QINETIQ/06/00420
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nationwide coverage of CR services in this band. Once again, CRs could use a
database of transmitter locations, in conjunction with spectrum monitoring, to take
account of spatial variations in DVB-T coverage.
Radar systems consume a considerable amount of spectrum in a non-continuous
manner. For example, radars may only point in one direction at a time. Furthermore,
some radars may be able to mitigate potential interference caused by a CR by
shifting frequency. CRs could use a database of static radar locations plus spectrum
sensing to synchronise with radar rotation rate. However, some radars are mobile,
so a CR would be limited to using spectrum unique to static radar.
The 802.16 WiMax family of standards operates over a wide range of frequencies
known as the Fixed Wireless Access Spectrum (e.g. between 2000 – 11000 MHz).
The WiMax standard, 802.16h in particular, is robust against interference. Because
WiMax base stations and CPE are geographically fixed, a database of locations
could provide a CR with WiMax base station and device locations. The CR could
then listen to determine which specific channels were in use. On the other hand the
locations of mobile or nomadic WiMax devices cannot be included in any database.
The workshop also highlighted that CR techniques could be applied to current
systems, e.g. mobile phone handover between GSM and 3G networks.
In summary, a number of applications were identified that could exploit CR and a
number of bands where CR could co-exist were highlighted. Detailed research is
essential to test the potential impact of sharing and how capable two networks really
are of co-existing in the same spectrum band. Additional applications are constantly
emerging as CR technologies develop.
4 - What are the key benefits and challenges of
CR?
The main specific benefit of full CR is that it would allow systems to use their spectrum
sensing capabilities to optimise their access to and use of the spectrum. From a regulator’s
perspective, dynamic spectrum access techniques using CR could minimise the burden of
spectrum management whilst maximising spectrum efficiency.
Additional benefits from the development of SDR, coupled with basic intelligence, are:
optimal diversification enabling better quality of service for users and reduced cost for radio
manufacturers.
There are three main challenges to the widespread deployment of CR. First, ensuring that
CRs do not interfere with other primary radio users – i.e. solving the hidden node problem.
Second, because CR relies on SDR, all the security issues associated with SDR, such as
authenticity, air-interface cryptography and software certification etc, also apply. The third
challenge is control of CRs. It is not clear how, or if, these problems can be solved.
See Section 2

Spectrum Regulators, such as Ofcom, will potentially benefit from CR because of
the spectrum efficiency gains achieved by sharing spectrum or using the spectrum
opportunistically. CR could also reduce the need for centralised (command and
control-style) spectrum management. There is also general industry consensus that
this traditional approach to spectrum management, while successful at avoiding
interference, does not lead to efficient spectrum use. Consequently a new marketbased approach using spectrum trading and spectrum liberalisation concepts is
being encouraged. The versatility of CR, with its potential for dynamic spectrum
access, is a promising technology enabler which, alongside other regulatory
QINETIQ/06/00420
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mechanisms, could be used to allow the dynamic trading and usage of spectrum.
Benefits to regulators may also accrue from automatic (seamless) spectrum
management. For example, CRs could be programmed to manage their own
spectrum access using appropriate (software-based) regulatory policies, as part of a
CR configuration management practice. These spectrum management benefits (i.e.
reduction in management costs) were not analysed in this study.
Service providers and spectrum owners would also benefit in theory from the
improved spectrum efficiency enabled by CR. There is only a finite amount of
spectrum, yet demand is increasing. Spectrally aware CR, allowing secondary users
to make opportunistic use of certain bands of spectrum, will mean that this
continuing demand could be met. CR will create opportunities for new service
providers and existing service providers will be able to grow their businesses without
being limited by the potential lack of spectrum.
CR users could benefit from improved QoS compared to fixed frequency radio
users. The latter may suffer interference from time to time, whereas CR users can
change frequency as required. Provided the CR spectrum pool is sufficiently large,
the probability of all frequencies in the pool being occupied will be vanishingly small.
One set of measures to consider is Suitability, Reliability and Availability. CR will be
more suitable to the user’s needs, for example only using expensive high data-rate
services and bandwidth when needed; more reliable, by dynamically monitoring and
adapting the radio configuration (e.g. frequency) to maintain, or if required, improve
its reliability; have improved availability since a CR could be many radios in one,
operating in many bands, offering access to different services autonomously to the
user.
As with SDR, equipment manufacturers will have the opportunity to create new
markets for new equipment and benefit from reduced production costs, etc. From a
regulatory perspective, changes in spectrum usage or policy could be implemented
through software updates.
As well as significant advantages of CR, there are a number of key challenges.
Ideally a CR should have no impact on other radio users, but in reality some impact
is expected particularly on non-cognitive legacy radio users. The autonomous,
adaptive nature of CR means that it could be difficult to predict and control the
spectrum behaviour of individual radios: a concern for anyone who might suffer from
CR interference. A method may be required to audit and trace CR spectrum usage
in legacy bands.
The communications industry’s greatest concern with CR is the hidden node
problem. This situation arises when a CR is unable to detect all of the radios with
which it might interfere, not because its own spectrum sensing is ineffective, but
because some radios are hidden from it. Receive-only devices (e.g. television, radio,
astronomy) are the obvious examples of hidden nodes; as are devices with very
weak transmit signals (e.g. ultra-wideband (UWB) radio) and any device whose
transmissions are prevented from reaching the CR by the environment or terrain.
The hidden node problem is a big challenge facing the widespread market
deployment of spectrally aware CR. Although techniques can be used to mitigate
the risks of interference with a hidden node, there is, as yet, no complete solution
that properly addresses all situations where the hidden node problem might occur.
CR will suffer from the same security issues as SDR such as malicious use, leading
to unexpected or problematic behaviour of individual CRs or potentially entire
networks. Manufacturers, regulators, software developers, network operators and
CR users will all have a role to play in resolving these issues.

QINETIQ/06/00420
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The third challenge is the difficulty of controlling the use of spectrum by CR devices,
especially those crossing international borders. Spectrum may be available for
sharing in one area, but not in another. This is not an issue of whether or not this
type of control is achievable, but rather that the overhead of its implementation could
turn out to be a great burden. This is analysed further below (Question 5), because
of its regulatory significance.
In summary, spectrally aware CR has significant user, market and regulatory
benefits but many challenges, such as the hidden node, have yet to be overcome.
While spectrally aware CR has been the focus of this study, not all Cognitive Radios
are spectrally aware. A CR may adapt its behaviour depending, for example, on the
availability of mains power. The existence of simpler, intelligent radios should not be
overlooked because of the difficulties of implementing fully cognitive, spectrally
aware, Cognitive Radios.
5 - How will CRs be controlled in a changing radio
spectrum environment?
To prevent CRs interfering with primary users of shared spectrum, spectrum control
techniques will have to be developed. These are likely to involve a combination of centralised
(or de-centralised) spectrum users’ databases and spectrum monitoring data. The latter data
may be collected either by the CR devices or special monitoring stations. The IEEE-1900-B
group is examining the data protocol required for deploying heterogeneous CR networks (i.e.
CR radio networks and systems of assorted applications and services). The IEEE standard is
predicted to have a direct impact on regulatory authorities (in terms of an obligation to make
spectrum data available, certifying the authenticity of the data, data-privacy, deploying
spectrum monitoring systems, etc).
Regulatory participation in this IEEE group is recommended so that the impact of such a
standard can be anticipated and prepared for and to ensure that the protocol developed can
facilitate CR use with as many radio services as possible (radars, sensors, etc).
A significant part of this project was to model the spectrum behaviour of CRs in a realistic
radio environment to investigate whether their behaviour could be understood and predicted.
QinetiQ and MAC Ltd jointly developed a software-based CR demonstrator to provide an
insight for regulatory purposes. The simulations examined the behaviour of CR coexisting
with UHF TV, PMR and other CR networks. Preliminary results demonstrated that CRs can
minimise interference caused to others by hopping to an alternative frequency and/or
spreading their energy over wider bandwidths. The simulations showed that the hidden node
problem, in the UHF TV scenario, can be alleviated by improving the sensitivity of CR
monitoring, as opposed to just deploying more CRs.
It is recommended that the simulator be used to examine the control protocols being
developed by the standards groups and to test individual scenarios envisaged by potential
manufacturers of CR devices, to inform regulatory policy in these areas.
See Section 5 and 9

CRs by their nature will be very flexible and have the potential to interfere with other
users of shared radio spectrum. Their behaviour, therefore, must be controlled or
agreed in some way. Because the greatest cause for concern lies with how to
choose the correct carrier frequency, the consortium focussed on briefly examining
potential spectrum control methods. A number of such methods exist and
operationally they may be band-specific. For the purposes of this study a PMR
scenario with increasing complexity was developed, to explore the impact of differing
spectrum control techniques. Three main techniques were considered:

QINETIQ/06/00420
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·
·
·

Use of a centralised spectrum database to configure CRs;
Monitoring the spectrum environment and updating the spectrum
database;
Sensing the spectrum environment local to the CR to create a spectrum
database and exploit spectrum holes (pieces of unused spectrum)
identified.

All three categories of control make use of a spectrum database and it is difficult to
see how CRs could be used efficiently without one. Creating the database purely by
sensing the environment will be challenging and leaves the system susceptible to
the hidden node problem. Creating the database using only prior knowledge of
receivers and transmitters (e.g. via licence information) is easier but will quickly
become outdated, especially if mobile users are in the region. The better control
method, therefore, is one that maintains the database through a combination of
spectrum monitoring and prior knowledge. Critical database update information will
need to be sent between each CR and the database. This could be via a dedicated
control or engineering channel. This could then be complemented by a national
spectrum monitoring scheme. The format of the data, along with means of access
and database structure would have to be standardised so that all CRs could use it.
From a security aspect this information (depending on application and frequency)
may need to be encrypted and digitally signed to prevent unauthorised use. The
type of data needed in the database is outlined in detail in the study. Aspects of this
analysis could be used by band managers or regulators to assist in the description
of the assets available.
Considerable work remains to identify what control data should be used by CRs.
The IEEE-1900-B Working Group is developing a data protocol which could have a
direct impact on regulatory authorities (because it will establish what data must be
made available to spectrum users and will outline responsibilities for certifying the
authenticity of the data, data-privacy, deploying spectrum monitoring systems etc).
Regulatory participation in this forum is recommended, not only to asses the
potential regulatory impact and assess the standard’s regulatory needs, but also to
ensure that the control protocols adopted can be used by CRs to share with as
many systems as possible (e.g. radar, sensors and communications systems).
To investigate if the spectral behaviour of CRs in a realistic radio environment could
be simulated and understood for the development of regulatory polices, a Cognitive
Radio Demonstrator was developed (see panel below). This simulator models the
interactions between CRs and legacy spectrum users (LUs).
The demonstrator provides a platform on which to evaluate the spectrum behaviour
of CR networks and their impact on LUs. To ensure realistic results, the
demonstrator makes use of a synthetic radio environment capable of modelling
device parameters (e.g. power, directional antennas, etc.) and the propagation loss
across terrain. A number of different LU types are available on the demonstrator
(e.g. PMR, GSM) and due to its modular design; new types can be added when
required. It is also possible to add new CR behavioural modes.
Two versions of the software exist: non-random and random. The non-random
version of the demonstrator ensures that all CRs operate in exactly the same way
and as a result choose the same spectrum holes when they have similar conditions.
This specifically tests clashes between CRs and LUs. However the random version
is the more realistic: for example in the real world it is very unlikely that all CR
networks in a region would switch on at the same instant and behave in exactly the
same way.

QINETIQ/06/00420
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Cognitive radio simulation system

A cognitive radio event-based simulation system to investigate the effects of CRs on legacy
users was developed to provide regulatory insight. The tool shows CR users (blue) and legacy
users (red) on a 3-D terrain database. Propagation models are used to determine the spectrum
picture at each radio location. A spectrum picture at each user node (lower panel) shows
prohibited bands (grey), the spectrum measured by the CR (red) and the primary (green) and
secondary (yellow) frequencies available.

During this study the demonstrator was used by the consortium to examine the
following scenarios:
·
CR coexisting with a single PMR network;
·

CR coexisting with multiple PMR networks;
Licence Exempt (LE) CR operating within the UHF TV band;

·

LE CR coexisting with hidden nodes in the UHF TV band;

·

Multiple CR networks coexisting with each other.

·

Preliminary results from these spectrum simulations indicate that a CR network
could coexist with LUs such as PMR, by identifying (via spectrum sensing) and
using spectrum holes and then hopping to a fallback frequency when LUs become
active. When an LU becomes active on a frequency already being used by a CR,
then the LU experiences temporary interference. If the CR is using a bandwidth
wider than the LU but has a comparable signal power, then this interference may be
low enough for the LU to tolerate. Future work with the simulator would involve
performing statistical analyses of these events to establish the number of times the
QINETIQ/06/00420
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LUs experienced interference, duration of interference, time between interference
events, optimum number of frequencies required for CR, etc, to further inform
regulatory policy. It would also be useful to model further scenarios, such as those
specifically envisaged by potential manufacturers of CR equipment.
Early results from the simulations also showed that if CRs operates identically, (i.e.
non-random) the CRs are able to de-conflict their frequencies and establish the links
required. In random operation then multiple CR networks accessing the same
spectrum holes at the same time are also able to de-conflict themselves and settle
on frequencies that do not interfere with each other. The time taken, as expected,
for the latter scenario is shorter than the former (non-random) method. We have
shown that policy makers and CR systems designers can use the simulator to
predict aspects such as: the time taken for a CR to assign frequencies, the optimum
spectrum pool size as a function of CR numbers, the ability of differing services
types to access the same spectrum, etc.
The demonstrator has shown that co-existence of CRs with legacy users coexistence can be simulated effectively. The simulations also showed that the hidden
node problem can be alleviated to some extent, not by just deploying additional CRs
to increase coverage, but by improving the sensitivity of CR monitoring nodes.
6 - What are the key regulatory and security issues
concerning CR?
A rigid licensing regime, which dictates where, when and how spectrum should be used is
not conducive to the exploitation of CR technologies. Ideally, a liberalised spectrum
environment is required in which shared spectrum access by multiple users can be achieved.
Licensing restrictions, however, cannot be fully eliminated. Standardisation of interfaces
between radios is critical to ensure devices work and co-operate with each other on a local,
national or international scale. This means CRs must comply with at least some
specifications and there are various standards organisations investigating the subject (e.g.
IEEE-1900, ITU).
To enable the exploitation of CR technologies, spectrum databases that characterise
spectrum use, locations of transmitters, willingness to share, etc, will be required. This data
may only be available from a regulator or 3rd party spectrum manager.
In the near term a regulatory framework should be developed that encourages research and
the development of CR. For example, allocating a block of spectrum for CR control and
enabling secondary licensing, would achieve this.
CRs will require software-based spectrum policies. These policies will become an integral
part of the radio device. Regulators will be required to define these policies, which will then
be coded in the CR policy box. It is essential, therefore, for a regulator to keep abreast of
software policy development and certification issues.
It is also recommended that Ofcom participate within standards organisations to determine
the regulatory and spectrum management impact of new standards as they develop.
Additionally, a roadmap to providing the relevant spectrum database (spectrum monitoring
coupled to data), needed to control CR, should be developed and made available to CR
developers.
See Section 6

The majority of the radio spectrum is licensed by governments or their agencies in a
command-and-control style. This rigid licensing method which dictates specifics on
who can use which spectrum, when, where and how, is not conducive to the
exploitation of CR technologies. CR both requires and assists spectrum
QINETIQ/06/00420
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liberalisation, such as the relaxation of some of the restrictive conditions of
command-and-control licensing regimes. Licensing restrictions, however, cannot be
fully eliminated. Standardisation of interfaces between radios is critical to ensure
devices work and co-operate with each other on a local, national or international
scale. This means CRs must comply with at least some specifications and there are
various standards organisations investigating the subject (e.g. IEEE-1900, ITU). It is
recommended that Ofcom monitor progress within these organisations to maintain
awareness of the developing CR standards. Ofcom may wish to respond to the
International Telecommunications Union’s (ITU) questions on CR and needs to
clearly outline its regulatory roadmap for CR within the UK. This will provide clarity to
those involved and will therefore encourage research into CR technology and its
subsequent development.
Ofcom may wish to allocate a portion of spectrum to enable researchers to test
cognitive radio technologies and techniques (e.g. a control channel). Other
regulatory bodies, including the American Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) and Irish Commission for Communications Regulation (ComReg), have
already taken this path. Alternatively, Ofcom may consider that measures already
taken with unlicensed spectrum and band sharing initiatives will provide sufficient
impetus for CR development. We recommend that economic incentives to licensees,
which encourage the sharing or secondary leasing of spectrum, should be
considered and again, that a clear regulatory roadmap for CR would be beneficial.
In addition to monitoring the spectrum and accessing databases, CRs will need
regulatory policy data, so they know how to behave under certain regulatory
conditions (e.g. near airports, radars, other spectrum users). Information on other
user’s licences would also help a CR to identify potential spectrum holes more
rapidly. At the moment such information is difficult to obtain, partly because some of
it is sensitive. This raises issues of security and the need to ensure that spectrum
data cannot be used maliciously or that policy data is not corrupted (intentionally or
otherwise). Ofcom may wish to consider creating electronic databases containing
details of spectrum users and potential CR behavioural policies. These define the
way in which CRs will behave in the presence of legacy users. Ofcom may also wish
to make available licence information – as far as possible without comprising
security – as well as spectrum monitoring (usage) information. How this information
can be securely distributed to appropriate organisations needs to be addressed.
Software based Policy Languages (e.g. XG policy language) that can easily be
transferred into CR policy modules within devices should be investigated.
A suitable regulatory framework is essential for CR to be of maximum benefit while
ensuring interference to others is minimised. It is important to get a balance between
CR users’ rights and legacy users’ rights, so that CR can be seen to provide useful
services and is not perceived as a nuisance to others. Ofcom is moving from a
policy where the licence dictates the technology to be used in that spectrum band, to
one in which the licence just gives the right to use the spectrum in a technology
neutral way. The new licences will confer spectrum usage rights (SUR) and are
likely to be defined in terms of the interference caused to neighbours. Although
these rights will enable CR within a licensed band, there will still be a requirement to
negotiate spectrum lease conditions with other licensees especially for legacy
licensees. This need may limit the spectrum pool available for CRs because of the
potential burden in spectrum management.
The challenges of certifying CR equipment correctly are similar to those faced by
SDR. Clarification is needed on who is responsible for ensuring certification and
regulatory compliance. It is recommended that Ofcom places this responsibility with
the equipment manufacturer (as the FCC has done). Compliance is then likely to
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focus on the policy module of a CR, which ultimately determines the spectrum
behaviour of the CR. Software policy modules, therefore, should be investigated.
It is recommended that Ofcom publish a consultation document outlining plans for
the regulation of CR in the UK to allow industry and researchers to work towards
resolving some of the key issues. It should include a statement on the policing of CR
devices to allay concerns that various stakeholders have regarding how Ofcom
might respond to and enforce interference complaints. It would outline plans for
increasing the size of the CR spectrum pool, through licence exemption and
secondary licensing to allow CR services to operate as secondary users.
7 - What spectrum efficiency and economic
benefits might be expected from CR?
It was not possible to determine the economic benefits of the spectrum sharing applications
highlighted by the workshop, due to the lack of economic and usage data available. The
economic benefits of CR, therefore, were examined within the highly valuable and
competitive cellular market. In the scenario analysed, it was assumed that cellular
congestion would be overcome in future by introducing CR to generate additional call
capacity using spectrum in the GSM bands and the potential UMTS expansion band.
A model was developed to predict the likely timing of cellular congestion. The model, based
on call volume data from 1994 to 2005, indicates that cellular capacity will exceed demand
some time between 2025 and 2030.
Simulations performed showed that maximum call volume increases of between 3.1% and
10% could be obtained in the GSM and UMTS expansion band using CR. An economic
analysis of the potential development and deployment of CR techniques showed that an
investment of 5% of the expected annual revenue in 2025 would be required. With a
conservative assumption that the investment depreciates completely after only 3 years, we
require a call volume increase of 3.7% for the economic benefit of CR to consumers to
outweigh the investment cost, a figure close to the minimum we reported above.
In conclusion, based on cellular congestion predictions, cellular-CR may not be required until
2025. Once implemented, the CR economic benefits to consumers would conservatively be
expected to exceed the investment costs.
See Sections 7 and 8

It was not possible to analyse the CR sharing applications, favoured by the
workshop, due to the lack of available usage and economic data. The potential
economic benefits of CR, therefore, were examined by analysing an extremely
competitive and valuable part of the spectrum, namely the 2G/3G band where usage
and economic data is more readily available. Increasing spectrum efficiency may
translate into economic benefits for both consumers and producers of CR, because
of the reduction in cost of providing service, which can then be passed on to the
consumer in the form of a lower price. To provide more detail on economic benefits,
the consequences of increased spectrum efficiency in the cellular service sector (for
which data is available) were studied.
The quarterly data on call volume and revenue for each mobile network operator,
taken from various Oftel and Ofcom publications for the period of 1994 to 2005, was
used to develop a prediction model of future call volume. The outcome of the model
predicted that the demand for cellular capacity will exceed availability sometime
between 2025 and 2030. This is a far less pessimistic prediction than that of
Analysys and Mason who predicted in their high demand case that this outcome will
be reached in 2010. The conflicting results should be examined as capacity
limitations will be a key driver for CR exploitation in this sector.
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In assessing the probable economic gains of the increased capacity shown by the
spectrum gain simulations, we estimated that the cost of introducing CR (by adding
the cost of new hand-sets to the 3G roll-out costs) would be 5% of the revenue gain
in 2025, assuming a case of high demand. This cost requires an efficiency gain of
3.7% of call volume for consumer surplus to exceed the investment cost making a
conservative assumption that investment depreciates completely after only 3 years.
CR capacity simulations were able to demonstrate an efficiency gain of between
3.1% and 10% from the UMTS expansion band and the GSM band. This shows that
the required efficiency gain is close to the minimum we expect from our simulations.
It is concluded, therefore, that in the valuable cellular market CR could be viable,
from a social welfare point of view, to overcome capacity limitations expected in
2025.

Summary
Cognitive radio is an immature but rapidly developing technology area that should,
in time, offer great benefits to all members of the radio community from regulators to
users. In terms of spectrum regulation, the key benefit of CR is more efficient use of
spectrum, because CR will enable new systems to share spectrum with existing
legacy devices, with managed degrees of interference. There are significant
regulatory, technological and application challenges that need to be addressed and
CR will not suddenly emerge. Full (Mitola) CRs are not expected to appear until
beyond 2030, but intelligent reconfigurable CRs will emerge in the next five years.
The road map to full CR will be through continuous technological development in
reconfigurable radio systems (i.e. SDR) to satisfy both the ambitions of
manufacturers and the demands of users.
Some regulators, namely the FCC in the US and ComReg in Ireland, have allocated
test bands for CR, to encourage development of CR technologies in their national
markets and elsewhere.
In the UK, Ofcom also has the option to dedicate a national test band in a similar
way.
Alternatively, the UK regulator may consider it sufficient encouragement for potential
manufacturers of CR devices that it continues actively to support band sharing
initiatives, since this is where CR will exert its benefits. In particular, we recommend
that Ofcom support the establishment of safety criteria which clearly outline the
parameters to which CR equipment must conform if it is to share safely with existing
systems in already allocated bands.
Through the band by band establishment of safety criteria, Ofcom can give clear
indications to the market of its intention to encourage band sharing in specific blocks
of spectrum, through CR or other technologies.
There are two potential routes to band sharing. Either, the legacy spectrum holder
(i.e. the primary user and original licence holder) makes an agreement directly with
a third party organisation (the secondary user or band sharer). The terms on which
the spectrum would be shared would be outlined and agreed between them and
there would be no regulatory involvement in either setting safety criteria, monitoring
that safety criteria were being complied with, or imposing penalties if they were not
kept.
Alternatively, band sharing in certain spectrum bands could be mandated by the
regulator. In this case, it would be the regulator’s responsibility to outline safety
criteria, ensure that the primary user did not suffer from interference as a result of
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the secondary user, monitor interference levels and impose penalties if they were
exceeded. In this case, the regulator would need to be convinced that the benefits of
Cognitive Radio in terms of spectral efficiency, would out-weigh the dis-benefits – in
terms of interference and market disruption.
Whether the further development of CR is enabled by the allocation of test bands, or
through the use of licence-exempt spectrum, or through band sharing of public or
private spectrum allocations, the regulator’s role will be to ensure that both legacy
licensees and spectrum sharers are able to operate effectively without
compromising the rights and integrity of each others’ systems.
The creation of the appropriate spectrum environment for CR will involve the
development of spectrum databases, of spectrum monitoring facilities and of
software spectrum policies. These will be required by the emerging market for
reconfigurable radios, expected to develop in the next 5 to 10 years, as standards
mature.
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Recommendations
A number of detailed recommendations are listed in the report in Section 10. In this
section we consolidate the key recommendations into three key themes.
1.

2.

Understanding the drivers for and enabling CR research, development
and exploitation
·

A key driver for CR systems and technologies will be spectrum
demand and spectrum congestion. As applications requiring access
to radio spectrum proliferate, we believe that an appropriate way to
assess and estimate demand for spectrum is for Ofcom to examine
potential drivers for new applications by market segment – i.e. health,
transport, education, energy, aerospace, etc. In this way, information
exchange requirements can be translated into potential spectrum
usage and a methodology developed to determine the likely timing
and extent of spectrum congestion across a wide range of bands.

·

While full (Mitola) implementations of CR are more than 15 years
away, we recommend that Ofcom provides increased clarity to all
those involved by outlining how CR regulation might evolve in the UK
over the coming years and through this regulatory roadmap
explaining how CR research and development will be enabled in the
UK. This may be through establishing a CR dedicated test band,
aligned with the Irish or FCC bands, or by establishing clear criteria
for sharing with legacy users in existing bands, such as the radar
band, subject to approval from the Public Spectrum Safety Test
Group (PSSTG). Technology neutral licensing regimes also allow for
the development of CR.

·

Subject to drivers from standards bodies and potential CR vendors,
we recommend that there may be a need to characterise (in terms of
bandwidth, national or local channels) dedicated spectrum for a CR
control channel, initially for R&D applications and then for future CR
deployments.

Spectrum databases, monitoring and CR regulatory impact.
·

3.

We recommend that Ofcom continues to investigate the format,
protocols, authenticity, etc of spectrum data (i.e. spectrum databases,
spectrum monitoring requirements and digital spectrum policies)
required for CR-based applications. We believe that close monitoring
of the format and protocol standards being developed (for example
the IEEE-1900-B group and XG policy language) will minimise
potential regulatory burdens, encourage the application of market
mechanisms (e.g. spectrum monitoring, database management) and
ensure that CR protocols can be used by as many radio services as
possible (e.g. radar, passive users). This will maximise the realisation
of potential gains from CR.

Further use of CR simulation tools
·

We recommend that the CR simulator developed through this study
should be made available to those organisations actively developing
CR products. We recommend for this purpose that the current design
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should be enhanced so that it is possible to conduct statistical
analyses of the behaviour of CRs and their impact on legacy users,
specifically to examine interference statistics such as: number of
times LUs experience interference, typical duration of interference,
time between interferences, etc. This would enable potential vendors
of CR systems to ensure their technologies did not exceed
recommended safety criteria as laid down by a regulator or legacy
user in any national market. Outputs from these analyses could
provide useful feedback for a regulator, in terms of analysing the
relationship between interference behaviour, CR deployment
numbers and CR control techniques.
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1 Introduction
This study was commissioned by Ofcom (under contract No. 830000143) to enable
it to understand the potential for Cognitive Radio (CR) and develop its strategic
response to the emerging Cognitive Radio debate both nationally and
internationally. The study, therefore, builds on previous Software Defined Radio
reports [1], [2] and considers aspects such as CR terminology, technologies,
potential development timescales, user scenarios and regulation.
Contributors to the report have comprised; QinetiQ Ltd (a Technology Research
Company with expertise in RF communications technologies, propagation and
resource trading), MAC Ltd (a company that specialises in the analysis, evaluation
and design of advanced mobile radio technologies and equipment), Red-M (a
company that designs, implements and manages wireless networks across the
whole spectrum of commercially used radio frequencies) and the Universities of
Surrey and Strathclyde.

1.1 The Need and Objectives
Most of today’s radio systems are not aware of their radio spectrum environment:
they are designed to operate in a specific frequency band using a specific spectrum
access system. Furthermore, investigations of spectrum utilisation indicate that not
all the spectrum is in use all of the time5. A radio, therefore, that senses and
understands its local radio spectrum environment, to identify temporarily vacant
spectrum, has the potential to improve spectrum efficiency for current or future
services. This could be achieved by a radio that can make autonomous (and rapid)
decisions about how it accesses spectrum. Cognitive radios have the potential to do
this.
High Usage

Time of
day

Low Usage

Frequency MHz

Diurnal and spatial measurements of spectrum usage indicate that the spectrum is not used
all the time and that the usage depends on location. Cognitive radios have the potential to
jump in and out of spectrum gaps not being used to increase spectrum efficiency and
provide wideband services

5

Ofcom, Cognitive Radio Webpage, www.ofcom.org.uk/research/technology/overview/emer_tech/cograd/]
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A generic Cognitive Radio system can be considered to have three broad inputs.
These are an understanding of:
·
·
·

the communications requirements of its user;
the radio frequency environment in which it is operating; and
the various network and regulatory policies which apply to it.

These three inputs will need to interact with each other to provide an ideal Cognitive
Radio system.
The definitions of Cognitive Radio (CR) are still being developed by industry and
academia. At one extreme, a CR is assumed to be a fully re-configurable radio
device that can “cognitively” adapt itself to the users’ needs and the local
environment. For example, mobile handset may automatically change from being a
cellular radio to a PMR radio, or it may automatically power down when in a
sensitive (hospital, cinema, airport) environment. This ideal CR is often referred to
as a Mitola radio (named after the MITRE scientist Joseph Mitola) and is unlikely to
be achieved in the next 20 years.
As we move away from this ideal Mitola radio implementation, an achievable form of
a CR, in the next 5-10 years, is a radio that can intelligently adapt at the physical
layer, using software defined radio techniques. For example, it may change transmit
power in response to local context information, or change its modulation scheme to
facilitate co-existence. It can be argued that many of today’s radio systems exhibit
some characteristics of future cognitive radios.
Full Cognitive radio
(Mitola Radio)

Flexibility
Ultimate Software Radio

Impulse
Radio
2015?

Ideal Software Radio

Software Defined Radio

Software controlled Radio

?

2030 ?

JTRS
BOWMAN (+PRR)
MMR BT- Fusion
Vanu UPSR
Vanu prototypes

?

W-CDMA
SDR 2+
combinations
by 2010

PBR
MBITR
WiFi
WLAN
Bluetooth

follower jammer
GSM
MIMO
DECT
DAMA

logic

analysis

?

Intelligence
intuition

If a matrix with y-axis of RF flexibility and x-axis of Intelligent Signal Processing (ISP) was plotted
then a Mitola radio would be placed at the top right section. Current and planned radio systems
would sit towards the left and below.

Although Cognitive radio technology holds much promise, it implies a radical
departure from the existing methods of spectrum regulation. Complications and
challenges exist from both a technical and a regulatory standpoint that need to be
understood before regulatory actions are considered. Ofcom, therefore, is keen to
understand the technology, development timescales and user’s issues to ensure
that any expected benefits are maximised by appropriate regulation.
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1.2 Objective
The objective of this study is to understand the issues surrounding the commercial
exploitation of CRs. This is achieved by answering the following key questions:
1. What is cognitive radio?
2. When will CR happen?
3. What are the potential applications of CR and what spectrum could it use?
4. What are the key benefits and challenges of CR?
5. How will CRs be controlled in a changing radio environment?
6. What are the key regulatory, security issues concerning CR?
7. What spectrum efficiency gains might be expected from CR and what would the
economic benefits be?

1.3 Methodology
These questions were pursued through a one year CR study comprising workshops,
theoretical studies and software development. The team, led by QinetiQ, comprised
MAC Ltd, Red M and the Universities of Surrey and Strathclyde. A key aim of the
study was to understand if a software based simulation system could be developed
to provide regulatory insight into the impact of CR deployments with legacy radio
users.

1.4 Structure of the Document
Section

Comment

Question

Executive Summary

Key study findings and recommendation designed for all
readers.

All
questions

Section 1 Introduction

Outlines the background, aims and report structure.

Section 2. Cognitive Radio, its
Benefits and Drawbacks

Defines the term “cognitive radio”, takes a look at what
makes up a CR and considers the benefits and drawbacks.

1,4

Section 3 When will it happen

This considers the technology needed to implement CR and
what is achievable within defined timeframes.

2

Section 4 Applications &
Sharing Scenarios

This considers the possible uses, how spectrum might be
shared and identifies likely candidates for sharing.

3

Section 5 Control Techniques

This looks at the main types of control and assesses the
suitability of each for use in a CR network.

5

Section 6 Regulatory Issues

This raises the issue of how to regulate CR and the likely
challenges involved.

6

Section 7 Quantifying
Spectrum Gains

This section aims to quantitatively determine the spectrum
efficiency that can be gained from the deployment of CR
devices.

7

Section 8 Potential Economic
Benefits

This section aims to state the potential economic benefits of
CR for chosen scenarios.

7

Section 9 CR Demonstrator

Presents an overview of the demonstrator development and
how some of the simulations were undertaken.

5

Section 10 Recommendations

Full list of recommendations from the study.

Appendices A - N

Provide detailed analysis related to the sections above.

-

Summary sections, aimed at the general reader are included throughout the
document.
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2 Cognitive Radio, its Benefits and Drawbacks
2.1 Introduction
A semantic difficulty is encountered with the term cognitive radio: it means different
things to different people. It may refer to a specific physical device or to a broad
abstract subject. The words cognitive and radio are themselves widely interpreted.
What actually constitutes cognitive radio (CR) is debatable and there are many
degrees of CR. This chapter defines the term “cognitive radio” for the purposes of
this report but acknowledges other peoples’ definitions are equally valid. Following
on from this, the rest of the chapter discusses what makes up a cognitive radio and
considers the benefits and drawbacks it is expected to bring.

2.2 What is Cognitive Radio?
2.2.1 Definition
According to Mitola [46], who first coined the term, a cognitive radio should find
available bandwidths and filter out unnecessary information. It will be clever about
what the user wants and will know how to get the right information to the user in an
efficient manner. It will do this automatically without bothering the user [46]. This is a
good start but it describes what CR does, not what it is.
Despite the many different interpretations, when people talk about CR they are
generally referring to only the wireless aspect of a communications system. This is
understandable because of CR’s promise of spectrum efficiency. It is worth
mentioning here the four most popular emerging interpretations of CR6:
·

·
·
·

Full Cognitive Radio: also called Mitola Radio, in which every possible
parameter observed by the radio is taken into account while making a
decision on the way it operates.
Spectrum Sensing Cognitive Radio: in which only radio frequency
(RF) spectrum is observed and consequently used in decision making.
Licensed Band Cognitive Radio: in which the device is capable of
using licensed spectrum in addition to unlicensed spectrum.
Unlicensed Band Cognitive Radio: in which the device is allowed to
use license exempt and/or free license spectrum only.

All but the first of these definitions concentrate solely on the monitoring and adaptive
use of spectrum. However spectrum efficiency, while important, is not the only
advantage on offer. Furthermore, it can be argued that spectrum efficiency cannot
be optimised by CR alone (see Appendix A). Therefore these popular terms are not
sufficiently accurate. In another definition, DARPA identify four main areas of
functionality of a Cognitive Radio as spectrum sensing, spectrum management,
spectrum mobility and spectrum sharing [64].

6

The Software Defined Radio (SDR) Forum is an international non-profit organization committed to encouraging the
development, deployment and application of SDR technologies for wireless systems. It is worth noting here that the
forum’s Cognitive Radio Working Group is currently preparing a document that defines some of the terms used in
discussions of cognitive radio. Their definition of CR [3] is consistent with the definition given in this document.
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In this study we define a cognitive radio as one that uses:
intelligent signal processing at the physical layer of a wireless system
This is achieved by combining software defined radio (SDR) with intelligent signal
processing (ISP). These are extensive topics in their own right: Ofcom
commissioned a separate study into SDR, the results of which can be found in [1]
and [2], while ISP has been under research since the 1960s with significant
contributions being collated in an IEEE volume in 2001 [3]. More detail about these
topics and how they are used in the cognitive radio cycle can be found in Appendix
A. Using this definition of CR, there is no need to have intelligence at higher layers
of the OSI model to make a radio cognitive; but ignoring ISP at other layers and in
other communication systems will prevent best use of the spectrum. Conversely,
having intelligence only in higher layers (e.g. cognitive network routing) does not
constitute a CR.
In summary: throughout this document, when the term cognitive radio is used, it is
implying ISP at the physical layer and may or may not assume additional
intelligence at other layers. When explicitly referring to ISP in multiple layers, the
terms cognitive stack or cognitive protocol stack are used. A fully cognitive Mitola
radio will not be possible without cognitive stacks.

2.3 The Dimensions of a Cognitive Radio
Unsurprisingly, the two key technologies required to make a CR provide the two
essential characteristics that make a radio cognitive. These are flexibility (provided
by SDR) and intelligence (provided by ISP). These two factors may be exhibited at
various levels of complexity and/or ability. This is why CR is hard to define: instead,
there will be generic capabilities of CR ranging from the most basic adaptation to the
most advanced (e.g. a Mitola radio).
A matrix based on RF flexibility and intelligence can help clarify the varying grades
of CR, see Figure 1. There is some debate over whether these factors are purely
orthogonal or related in some way [5], but the important thing to note is that an
advanced form of CR cannot exist without both factors. A device may have the very
highest level of intelligence but without the RF flexibility to tell it about the
environment (for example a wideband antenna), it cannot make informed decisions.
Conversely, an extremely flexible device is not worth much if it lacks the intelligence
to make use of the information it is receiving.
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RF flexibility
Mitola
radio

full SR
no limits

full SR
limited

SDR

SCR

basic
radio
logic

analysis

intuition

ISP

Figure 1: Matrix concept for grading CR
Thus Figure 1 shows that RF flexibility and intelligence must both increase to attain
an advanced form of CR. More information on the levels of flexibility and intelligence
can be found in Appendix A, however there are no definitive increments or even
strict order of progress to how either axis may be improved.
For example consider a certain grade of CR somewhere in the lower mid part of the
matrix. It has a reasonable level of intelligence but not much RF flexibility. A
designer decides to improve on this by equipping the radio with a wideband
antenna, thus allowing the CR to choose its frequency of operation. Another
designer decides upon a beam-forming antenna instead, thus allowing the CR to
choose its direction of operation. A third designer decides to keep the original
antenna and expand the dynamic range instead, thus allowing the CR to choose its
power level for operation. Which choice is best? Frequency, spatial or amplitude
flexibility? Which one causes the CR to move up the vertical axis the most? Would
the CR end up at different positions on the matrix depending on the choices? At the
least, improvement in one factor would result in a relative shift along an axis. In
other words certain improvement will move the CR up the matrix by a given amount,
regardless of its starting position. There is no strict order on the axes to how
improvements should be made. There is no rule that say “you must implement a
wideband antenna before you implement a beam-forming one”.

2.4 Benefits
2.4.1 Optimal Diversity
Cognitive radios, or rather cognitive stacks, offer one overall benefit: diversity.
Diversity in frequency, power, modulation, coding, space, time, polarisation and so
on to maximise the opportunities of spectrum efficiency using a dynamic
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combinatorial fashion A distinction should be made here between traditional
diversity techniques which SDR may use. In these SDR techniques they may not be
optimised for spectrum efficiency but QoS from the single channel i.e. there is no
spectrum sensing taking place. An example of a spectrum sensing diversity
technique is MIMO which combines space and time diversity by exploiting and
predicting the spectrum characteristics. Examining and applying various
combinations of diversity techniques seems complicated and probably will be. The
deciding factor as to what types of combinations should be used is: what gives the
best connection for the user’s current requirements in the most efficient way? ISP
will determine this by means of data from signal feature recognition, voice
recognition, image recognition, channel recognition and reinforcement learning.
Thus diversity becomes optimised for the user and for the radio community in
general. Cognitive stacks lead to optimal diversity, which in turn leads to spectrum
efficiency and/or improved QoS.
Even if one ignores combinations of diversity and looks only at singular techniques
with a view to making them adaptive, there appear quite obvious and significant
gains to be made in spectrum efficiency and QoS. For example, a basic type of CR
may sense the spectrum requirements based on user location and required datarate and use dynamic modulation and coding to use waveforms with greater spectral
efficiency and then use the efficiency gained to add more users to the network.
Other basic examples are given in Appendix C.
2.4.2 Spectrum Efficiency
All of the diversity techniques discussed in Appendix C can help improve spectrum
efficiency. By intelligent combining of diversity techniques throughout the
communications stack, this improvement can be optimised for any given situation.
Efficient use of the spectrum is desirable because there is only a finite amount of it,
yet demand appears to be increasing with no sign of stopping in the near future.
However there is disagreement in the communications industry on how scarce
spectrum really is: for example cellular operators seem happy with their allocation
and do not foresee a shortage of spectrum, while new companies trying to buy
spectrum are finding it difficult to do so.
2.4.3 Commercial Exploitation
Currently in the UK and many other countries, the majority of usable spectrum is
licensed out by the Government. Such licences tend to carry very restrictive
conditions of use. Spectrum liberalisation is a term referring to the relaxation or even
elimination of some of these conditions. For example, one such condition of
licensing in the UK is that the right to use spectrum cannot be passed on by the
licensee to a third party, another condition is that the licensee can only use the
spectrum for applications specified in the licence. Rules such as these help prevent
unnecessary interference between radio users, but minimise their flexibility of use.
Licensees have to buy licences that are usually overkill for their purposes. For
example a current licence needs to accommodate the peak spectrum demand of a
given application but that peak may be a rare occurrence; UMTS has high demand
during office working hours only, but 3G mobile telephone operators are forced to
pay for licences that cover 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, for many years.
Additionally if they wanted to use their spectrum for another business purpose, they
would need to apply to get their existing licence conditions modified.
These restrictions are being addressed by Ofcom in its Spectrum Framework
Review (SFR), for example one idea is to introduce easier procedures for modifying
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licence conditions. The suitability of the SFR’s proposals, including Spectrum Usage
Rights (SUR), are discussed in Chapter 6. While the SFR is a good first step, the
advent of the cognitive stack would further support minimisation or elimination of
restrictive licence conditions.
A more detailed analysis of the economic gains of CR applied to cellular network
services is contained in Chapter 8.
2.4.4 Benefits to the User
For the individual CR user the major benefit of the cognitive stack is improved
quality of service, compared to a single channel use, where quality of service is
measured in various ways, such as latency, data rate, cost and so on. Actual values
will depend on what the user’s needs are, therefore suitability is an overall desirable
characteristic. A cognitive stack’s dynamic, optimising nature means it should
always find the most suitable performance (and spectrum) for its user. For example
if the user wants to watch live streaming high quality video then it’s no good tying to
use a low data rate, high latency link. On the other hand if the user isn’t too bothered
about watching it live and intends to view it later on, it would be overkill for the
physical layer to use a high rate, high speed link; perhaps the user wouldn’t mind
straight away, but he/she might feel differently when the bill for such a link has to be
paid. Instead the cognitive stack could wait until a certain time of day when the unit
cost-per-bit is at its lowest, then download the entire video, storing it for later viewing
by the user.
Suitability encompasses most of the “traditional” parameters of QoS, but there are
others such as reliability. A cognitive stack will dynamically maintain its reliability of
service, continuously monitoring for bit errors and attempting to improve the BER
through adaptation.
Availability is a third major benefit of cognitive stacks to the radio user. A CR will be
many radios in one, offering different services that are currently only available in
separate packages. This not only gives the user the choice of various services such
as GSM, digital TV, GPS, internet, etc. but the CR itself could autonomously choose
the best of what’s available, seamlessly changing from one protocol to another as
they become available or unavailable, without the user knowing. A particular radio
application in which improved availability would be welcome is the area of
emergency service communications. Joint operations during major incidents would
benefit greatly from a CR that could link police, fire, ambulance and coastguard
together in one radio with each radio user sensing the spectrum being used by the
other parties and reconfiguring itself. The US and UK military are also very
interested in this concept to ensure interoperability between their own armed forces
and coalition forces who may be using different spectrum and waveform standards
(it should be noted that reconfiguring a radio to just match differing standards
configured before switch on is SDR as no spectrum sensing, a key requirement of
CR, takes place).
Obtaining the most suitable, reliable and available service is all very well but a CR
will have to work in the real world with external factors, some of which it will have no
control over. In such circumstances it may not always be possible to get the very
best service, but optimisation will ensure the next best is obtained. The adaptive
nature of cognitive stacks will always ensure that this is the case, even though the
next best might not meet user’s expectations or needs all of the time. This is in
effect a form of “choosing the lesser of two evils” and it results in a graceful
degradation of service. This is almost always preferable than a sudden, complete
loss of any service whatsoever. For example a UMTS radio in a poor signal area
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may not be able to send/receive video or images, but voice and text messages
should still be offered and are better than nothing at all.
The flexible nature of CR also means that the user has a radio that is, to some
degree, future-proof, i.e. changes to services, protocols, modulation, spectrum and
so on can be incorporated without the need for the user to upgrade to a new device
provided sufficiently processing is available.
Spectrum efficiency for the individual radio user does not have much benefit, other
than cheaper radio use. It is unlikely that the cost of using spectrum will change from
a derivation of how much bandwidth is used over how long a period across how
much geographical space. Minimising all or any of these should reduce cost to the
individual.
2.4.5 Benefits to the Manufacturer
The flexibility of CR means that it will be capable of accommodating different
spectrum regulatory regimes and future changes to regulations, more rapidly in
contrast to fixed (non-cognitive) radios.
On the other hand CRs are necessarily more complicated than fixed radios,
increasing development times and costs. In addition certification of such flexible
radios is likely to be more complex. Finally the ability of CR to adapt to changing
regulations may lengthen the time to replacement by users. These factors work to
reduce a manufacturer’s profit margins, although there are ways to mitigate the
impacts: for example, users can be encouraged to replace their products with new
purchases offering little or no service improvement, as is the case with cellular
handsets.
2.4.6 Benefits to the Service Provider
For service providers, spectrum efficiency means the continuing demand for
spectrum can be met, in the form of more customers in the market and/or increased
information transfer rates to existing customers. Service providers could benefit
considerably from CR, giving access to spectrum which is currently in short supply.
The recent interest in the GSM-DECT guard band [68], in which the auction of 2 x
3.3 MHz of spectrum raised £3.8 million and created 11 new operators,
demonstrates the interest in new spectrum. Yet spectrum monitoring consistently
shows that spectrum utilisation is low, since spectrum is generally utilised
intermittently. The Shared Spectrum Company has published detailed
measurements at six locations in the US [81], resulting in spectrum utilisation
ranging from 1% at an isolated rural location to 13% in central New York City. The
amount of spectrum which is assigned to licensees is likely to be much higher.
Licensing data is not available for New York City, however results from another
Ofcom study [66] show that 95% of the business radio spectrum which is licensable
in London is already licensed. If the (temporarily) unused spectrum could be utilised
through CR techniques then the pool of available spectrum would increase
dramatically. Other benefits include:
·
rapid service development;
·

spectrum monitoring data collected by CR devices could be used to
optimise networks;

·

devices can respond to changes in the regulatory environment in time
and place, which mitigates any lack of harmonisation.

However, challenges include security, more complex network management and
increased interference and competition as highlighted in the stakeholder meeting.
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2.4.7 Benefits to the Licensee
CR can pave the way for spectrum trading, where licensees would be allowed to
lease a portion of their spectrum rights to third parties on a temporal, spatial or other
appropriate basis. So a 3G mobile telephone operator could recoup some of the
expense of its 24hr-a-day licence by letting a portion of its spectrum on to, say,
terrestrial digital TV during evening hours. The TV operator also benefits because it
does not have to pay for a full licence.
Rather than simply recoup some of the cost of licensing, if done carefully it may
even be possible to make money out of spectrum trading. In [38] the idea of
brokered Decentralised Spectrum Access (DSA) is discussed: an on-line central
agent controls the temporary allocation of spectrum, acting as a negotiator and
administrator between the licensee and the third party desiring temporary use. By
taking a commission from whatever the third party is charged, before passing the
remainder to the licensee, the broker could make a profit. This particular example
discusses brokering in frequency/time only, but in theory it need not be limited. For
example a broker might buy a licence with the express intention of selling it onto
third parties with a power limiting condition, so that the broker can re-sell the same
frequencies in different locations across the country.
2.4.8 Benefits to the Regulator
CR should lead to improved spectrum efficiency, which is one of Ofcom’s drivers. It
could also be a driver for short-term spectrum trading and so increase the role of
market forces in spectrum regulation, since software radio (which is a key
component of CR) enables usage over a wide range of frequencies, some of which
may need to be hired from the licensee. CR would allow more flexible regulation of
the spectrum, for example part of an LE band could be rapidly reclaimed for another
purpose by updating the Policy Database (see Section 5), provided it was not also
being used by fixed radios. This flexibility would also enable the regulator to “test”
the impact of certain policy changes, for example, increasing the maximum transmit
power in an LE band, since the changes could be reversed.
Spectrum trading appears to be a win-win scenario. The Government continues to
gain revenue by selling licences. The licensees can recoup some of their costs by
letting to third parties via spectrum brokers who take commission, or licensees
themselves might become full-time spectrum brokers. Third parties then only pay for
spectrum being used for their specific application. In practice it will be difficult to
implement. After all, the restrictive conditions on current licences are there for a
reason. But cognitive stack offer a solution, that is a greatly preferable alternative to
strict rules. It is precisely these kind of rules that have resulted in the inefficient use
of spectrum that now causes a concern for meeting future demand. One might make
an analogy to game theory; a competitive game Nash equilibrium has been
nurtured, due to societies, industries and humans uncooperative instinct. Through
more sensible policy sets and a dynamic ability, cognitive behaviour forces radio
users to be cooperative (though they may be oblivious to it) allowing spectrum
liberalisation and spectrum trading to turn the current situation around into a
coordination game Nash equilibrium, allowing more people to enjoy more benefits.
CR might also enable a relaxation of licence conditions or interface requirements
(IRs) in some cases. The precedent for this has already been set in IR 2007 [69] for
5 GHz band C (5725-5850 MHz). The IR specifies that equipment operating in this
band must implement a random channel access mechanism to prevent co-channel
operation in the presence of Radar signals. This is known as dynamic frequency
selection (DFS). Of particular interest however is the fact that the maximum EIRP is
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dependent on the DFS detection threshold. In other words a more cognitive radio is
allowed to transmit more power.
2.4.9 Summary
CR offers optimal diversity; combined diversity techniques that adapt to the current
conditions and requirements. This leads to the following benefits:
·

·

·

·

·

·

Spectrum Efficiency. By intelligent combining of diversity techniques,
best use of the spectrum can be made at any given time. This will allow
future demand for spectrum to be met;
Commercial Exploitation. CR promotes spectrum liberalisation and
hence will make it much easier to trade spectrum between users.
Indeed, a business case may exist for becoming a spectrum broker,
whereby a third party manages the trade between supplier and
demander and receives a commission;
Improved QoS. Suitability, availability and reliability of wireless services
will improve from the user’s perspective. When conditions are not ideal,
a graceful degradation of service is provided, as opposed to the less
desirable complete and sudden loss of service;
Future-proofed product. A CR is able to change to services, protocols,
etc. without the need for a user and/or manufacturer to upgrade to a new
device;
Common hardware platform. Manufacturers will gain from economies of
scale because they no longer need to build numerous hardware
variants, instead using a single common platform to run a wide range of
software. This also assists in rapid service deployment;
Flexible regulation. By using a form of policy database, regulation could
be changed relatively quickly as and when required, easing the burden
on regulators such as Ofcom.

2.5 Drawbacks
CR is expected to introduce three key problems: interference (mainly due to hidden
nodes), security and control. Each issue is discussed in turn in the following
sections.
A fourth disadvantage is that CRs are likely to be more expensive than noncognitive implementations. This is not considered a major drawback since it is a
temporary problem that almost all new technologies suffer. Over time, as
sophisticated CRs become common their price will drop but may never reach a noncognitive radio price.
2.5.1 Interference and the Hidden Node Problem
Ideally a CR should have no impact on other radio users, but in reality some impact
is expected. If these users have non-cognitive radios it is important to consider how
they would be affected by interference from CR, especially if they are sharing
resources (spectrum, space, time, etc.) The autonomous, adaptive nature of CR
means it could be difficult to predict and control its behaviour: a concern for anyone
who might suffer from CR interference.
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The communications industry’s greatest concern about CR is the hidden node
problem. This situation arises when a CR is unable to detect all of the non-cognitive
radios with which it might interfere, not because its own spectrum sensing is
ineffective but because some non-cognitive radios are hidden. Figure 2 shows an
example which demonstrates the hidden node problem: a CR is located far away
from a transmitting contemporary user, but is very close to a receiving contemporary
user. The receiving contemporary user is at the edge of its cell. The red section is
where the carrier-to-interference ratio (CIR) falls below the minimum required for
reliable communications. Before the CR starts transmitting, it will perform spectrum
measurements to detect any existing users. Normally, the CR analyses the
spectrum at its location to find out which frequencies are available. However,
because the transmitting contemporary user is far away from the CR, its
transmission power is very weak at the CR’s location, lower than the noise floor and
therefore it is very difficult to detect. The CR cannot detect the receiving
contemporary user since it is not transmitting anything. As a result, the CR might fail
to detect the transmitting contemporary user and not be aware of the existence of
the receiving contemporary user. Consequently, if it decides it is safe to use the
contemporary user’s frequency and starts transmitting, it will cause interference to
the receiving contemporary user.
The CR may interfere with the receiving contemporary user because the CR has a
localised and limited view of the spectrum from its spectrum measurements. The
localised spectrum view means that the CR will have to detect the transmitting
contemporary user below the noise floor, since the received signal is very weak at
the CR’s location.
A similar situation can occur if, rather than being attenuated by distance, the
contemporary user’s transmission is blocked by terrain such as buildings, hills or
mountains. For example a CR is a valley would have a limited picture of the
surrounding radio environment compared to if it were located on top of a hill.
Power

T ransm itting
Legacy User

T ransmitting
Cognitive Radio

Receiving
Legacy User

Receiver Noise Floor

Figure 2: An example of the hidden node problem
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2.5.2 Possible Solutions to the Hidden Node Problem
There are a few solutions to the hidden node problem that can be used in CR
technology, although these are not complete answers and will not work for every
situation.
First, having a CR network over a wide geographical area and sharing their
spectrum information could solve the dilemma shown in Figure 2. Nodes closer to
the transmitting contemporary user could send their spectrum views to other nodes
(via an alternative communication channel). This would make CRs aware of the
contemporary user and prevent them transmitting in locations where they would
interfere with a passive contemporary user. If a CR is working alone and, therefore,
has only its local spectrum view, the CR’s receiver sensitivity must be significantly
better than the contemporary user to detect any contemporary user. Methods
described in [9] could be used to detect the contemporary user below the noise
floor.
Second, CRs could be limited to sharing spectrum only with systems that have
transmit capability on all devices (i.e. transmitters and transceivers). However this
could dramatically reduce the choice of bands over which a CR may operate and
still requires each contemporary device to transmit on a regular basis (which may
not fit the duty cycle profile of the contemporary system’s application).
Third, an alternative to the above solution would be to add radio beacons to all
receive-only devices. If these beacons transmitted on a pilot channel (in essence
meaning the devices were no longer receive-only), any CR nearby would be able to
easily detect these transmissions, thus they would not cause interference to these
radios.
Despite these suggestions, there remains no overall solution to the hidden node
problem and in particular no solution to dealing with nodes hidden by terrain. It
should be noted, however, that an acceptable (agreed) interference level (for
example in time and not power) with other radio users could result in significant
spectrum efficiency gains.
2.5.3 Security Concerns
The issue of CR security is closely related to that of SDR, which is discussed in
depth in [1] and thus is not repeated here. Additional consideration, however, may
need to be given to spectrum sensing and policy box elements that could come
under attack to influence the whole network. For example, the integrity of the
information provided by monitoring stations could be influenced or modified to cause
network impact.
2.5.4 Burden of Control
As already mentioned, a CR will, in reality, have some impact on contemporary
users. It is important to consider how such users would be affected by interference
from CR devices and the exact nature and functionality of any proposed CR system
must be carefully considered. This is likely to involve a case-by-case study of the
characteristics of all the contemporary users with which a specific CR or CR network
may share resources. Add to this the effort in controlling CR devices, required to
ensure that they behave properly or, in the case of faulty or tampered devices, that
measures are quickly implemented to mitigate problems. This would involve
standards and policies being created in a ‘universal’ language that all CRs can
understand. A drawback is that, monitoring techniques and powerful algorithms may
be needed to enable detection and identification of ‘bad’ CRs and thus provide
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traceability to determine who is responsible for the problem. This may never be fully
achieved due to technical and cost implications and “bad” CRs may just have to be
accepted as part of the deployment.
All these capabilities require a large amount of effort. If CRs are able to cross
international borders, the effort required will be even higher, due to the need to
collaborate and provide cooperation to other nations. Assuming that the control of
CR is technically feasible within a shared spectrum environment, its full
implementation may not be economically viable for the benefits of CR.
2.5.5 Summary
There are four drawbacks to CR:
·

·
·
·

it will be extremely difficult, perhaps impossible, to ensure that a CR
does not interfere with other radios. This is largely due to the hidden
node problem; It shoud be noted, however, that an acceptable (agreed)
interference level with other radio users could result in significant
spectrum efficiency gains;
security issues such as authenticity, air-interface cryptography software
certification and other problems associated with SDR also apply to CR;
attempting to control CR in a shared environment;
CR will be expensive. However, this is a temporary drawback that all
new technologies suffer at first.
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3 When will it Happen?
3.1 Introduction
This chapter considers the technology needed to implement CR. It looks at what is
achievable using today’s technology, then looks ahead into the near future (up to ten
years’ time) and the far future (beyond 25 years’ time). A timeline for the
development of CR is provided, assuming that suitable regulatory frameworks will
be in place: regulatory issues are discussed in Chapter 6. But first, a discussion on
the inverse relationship of complexity between flexibility and intelligence is
presented.

3.2 Inverse Relationship of Complexity
Flexibility and ISP as cognitive factors can be extended beyond the physical layer
into all other OSI layers (consider flexibility as hardware/software flexibility rather
than specifically RF flexibility).
The hardware required at higher OSI layers is not particularly complicated or
advanced. Figure 33 in Appendix A shows an example of a sophisticated
transatlantic link. Consider the satellite path; while it may seem an impressive feat to
place an object in orbit around the Earth, the actual communications technology is
not much more than a transponder, a radio relay (often termed a “stove” or “bent”
pipe). Consider the submarine cable; it is just a very long optical fibre, with signal
boosters installed along its length. Other parts of the link such as the internet and
PSTN use copper wires. Interfaces to the user include speakers, microphones,
screens and cameras, all common devices in day-to-day life.
The intelligence used to create these paths, on the other hand, is very sophisticated
indeed. Establishing, maintaining and terminating connections is not a trivial task.
ISP has far more applicability to network, transport and session layers than it does
to the physical layer. Indeed, the level of ISP required at the physical layer may not
need to be particularly high in order to achieve useful cognitive behaviour. A
hypothetical example is given in [8] of a simple yet effective radio that chooses from
a set of standard waveforms or protocols so that it may switch between various
services such as 802.11, GSM, 3G, depending on what’s available. Another, real
example is transmit power control (TPC) which again uses fairly simple intelligence,
based on either feedback from a receiver or its own Received Signal Strength
Indication (RSSI) measurements.
In contrast, the level of hardware/software flexibility required at the physical layer
demands quite complicated technology. As explored in part A3 of Appendix A it is
the limiting factor to software radio (SR).
Generally, although not for every case, the required level of ISP is relatively low at
the physical layer, high at the application layer and increases with increasing layer
number. The required level of technology is relatively advanced at the physical
layer, low at the application layer and decreases with increasing layer number. This
is summarised in Figure 3. Because of this, research into hardware/software
flexibility is focused on the physical layer, while research into ISP is focused on the
presentation and application layers.
Until the technological difficulties are overcome, ISP at the physical layer is limited in
its implementation, although theoretical research may continue. However ISP at
higher OSI layers is developing and already exists in certain forms, because it can
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be implemented using simpler technology. Therefore it seems probable that the
physical layer will be the last layer to achieve ISP in an applied form, with perhaps
the exception of the application layer (demanding the most complicated ISP). It is
reasonable to assume the higher layers will be able to adapt to the physical layer
before the physical layer itself becomes adaptive.
advanced
intelligence

7

Application

6

Presentation

5

Session

4

Transport

3

Network

2

Data Link

1

Physical

low
intelligence

simple
technology

complex
technology

Figure 3:Complexity of ISP and Technology through the OSI Layers
At the physical layer a key element in enabling the development of CRs will be how
and what data is available to the ISP to enable differing CR devices and services coexist in harmony with each other in the same spectrum space. A new IEEE-1900-B
standards body is developing an information protocol standard to describe the data
that may be used by CR ISPs to optimise their behaviour and hence co-exists with
other radio systems. How the standard is transmitted to the CR ISP module,
however, will not be specified. This protocol standard is considered to be critical to
the development and roll-out of CR devices sharing spectrum and it is planned that
the standard will be available within 5 years for implementation. More detail on the
work of various standards bodies is given in Section 6.

3.3 Techniques within reach of Current Technology
While no-one has built a fully-fledged cognitive radio, there are many
communications devices in use today that exhibit some of the characteristics of a
CR. For example adaptive control of transmit power, spectrum allocation, network
access and spatial allocation can be found, to varying degree, in a number of
existing devices. Cognitive stacks are well-established with capabilities including
autonomous variation in modulation schemes, coding, network routing and radio
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resource management. Further information on these examples can be found in
Appendix E but for convenience are listed below:
·

Adaptive Power Control

·
·

Adaptive Spectrum Allocation
Adaptive Modulation

·

Adaptive Coding

·
·

Adaptive Network Access
Adaptive Routing

·

Adaptive Spatial Allocation

·

WCDMA Resource Management

·

Adapt4 Cognitive Radio

The degree to which current technology is capable of cognitive radio behaviour can
be mapped onto the matrix of RF flexibility and ISP, as shown in Figure 4. As there
are no full software radios in existence the top two rows remain empty. Similarly
there is no machine capable of intuition, so the right-hand column also remains
empty. This leaves one-third of the matrix to be populated with today’s technology,
most of which sits in the bottom left division. As the matrix shows, there is still a long
way to go before a Mitola radio is achieved.

RF flexibility
full SR
no limits

full SR
limited

SDR

JTRS
BOWMAN (+PRR)
MMR

W-CDMA

Vanu prototypes

SCR

PBR
MBITR
WiFi
WLAN
Bluetooth

follower jammer
GSM
MIMO
DECT
DAMA

logic

analysis

intuition

ISP

Figure 4: Matrix of CR technology available today

3.4 Techniques Expected in the Future
Appendix E contains information on future technological developments related to
CR. In the near future, that is to say in the next ten years, the following
developments are expected:
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·

Cognitive Analysis
Software Defined Radio

·

Impulse Radio (UWB)

·

Looking further into the future, beyond 25 years time, the following developments
are expected:
·

Machine Intuition

·

Full Software Radio

Based on this information, Figure 5 shows the matrix of RF flexibility and ISP for CR
technologies in the near future and distant future. The bottom right corner of the
matrix will probably never be populated, because the high level of ISP is not
compatible with the basic SCR. Similarly, the top left corner might not get populated
because it defeats the point of having a full SR if only logic is to be implemented on
it. Indeed, in order to operate a full SR might necessitate the requirement for more
than just logic simply to control the device effectively.
Based on the estimated progress of ADC technology, CR will gradually move up the
axis of RF flexibility, from SDR to limited SR and then from limited SR to full,
unlimited SR. When cognitive radio will reach the right-hand column, pertaining to
intuitive ISP, is even less certain. In practice it may not even need to: ISP at logic or
analysis levels of complexity might prove more than adequate for all practical CR
requirements at the physical layer. Intuitive capabilities will find application in higher
OSI layers.

RF flexibility
full SR
no limits

full SR
limited

SDR

Bluephone
Vanu UPSR

2029
?

?

Impulse
Radio
2015?

?

SDR 2+
combinations
by 2010

?

SCR

logic

analysis

intuition

ISP

Figure 5: Matrix of CR technology in the Future
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4 Possible Applications & Sharing Scenarios
4.1 Introduction
This chapter considers the possible uses of CR, primarily as an independent service
(rather than an adjunct to contemporary services). It considers what are the most
likely applications for which CR will be used, how spectrum might be shared with
current licensees and identifies the most likely candidates for sharing. For this part
of the study, members of the radio community were invited to discuss CR’s future
potential: their views are contained in Appendix D and summarised in part 4.2
below.

4.2 Summary of Industry Views
Table 1 summarises the meetings discussions on the various applications of CR.
The common problems for CR applications are the hidden node problem (see part
2.5) and the lack of guaranteed system reliability. The hidden node problem is the
biggest technical challenge to CR: it has different characteristics depending on the
application. For example, in the Mobile Video Services application the hidden node
problem in a broadcast network means a well distributed network of mobile nodes
would be needed to solve it. Regarding the reliability, using time-sharing schemes or
a band manager would guarantee the minimum reliability required by the CR
system. There are also demands for regulations for CR systems and economic
analysis of CR applications. The CR system regulations are especially needed in the
Emergency Radio System application, which is most likely to have an international
impact.
Another technical issue is the development of SR. CR needs the full implementation
of SR to provide its flexibility. As discussed in Appendix E, the development of SR is
limited by various technologies that are evolving gradually. Concerns about the
security and behaviour of SRs require the definition of more regulations.
The meeting helped the consortium to identify potential applications of CR. Firstly,
the industry view was that basic CR techniques could be applied to contemporary
systems (e.g. techniques to optimise spectrum efficiency based on sensing users
spectrum requirements based on location). Secondly, when developing CR systems
that coexist with contemporary systems it is better to provide non-time sensitive
services, such as downloading videos to mobile phones for play back at a later time.
It seems that the industry attendees are satisfied with CR applications that will not
interfere with contemporary users and will not provide rival services. It was not
possible to investigate what level of interference they would tolerate based on
compensation being provided. When a controlling body, such as a band manager, is
present, the attendees are comfortable with CR systems sharing spectrum. As long
as they still have access to their spectrum and know that CR systems are under
control, then the attendees were able to envisage CR systems and applications
working alongside contemporary systems.
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Application

Description

Problems

Solutions

Extending
Mobile
Network

Discover an unused
frequency band (e.g.
radar) to extend the
capacity of current
mobile networks.

Hidden node problem
over large area.
Reliability and QoS is
not guaranteed. Other
systems already use
the radar bands.

Sharing spectrum information
or having a location database
to solve the hidden node
problem. A location database
would indicate the radar
transmissions. Suitable for
non-time sensitive services.

Over Night
Back-Up
System

Implement a point-topoint back-up system.

Reliability of such a
back-up system is not
guaranteed. The
duration of back-ups
must be short.

Use time-sharing scheme and
band manager to manage the
network.

Outside
Broadcasting

Find local data network
and set up
communications link.

Outside broadcasts
need high reliability.
CR must not transmit
at a power that may
interfere with the
contemporary user.

Use time-sharing scheme to
support the minimum
reliability. Look up the location
database for contemporary
system before making
requests.

Open-air
Events

Discover available
frequencies used for
two-way communication
at open-air events.

Hidden node problem.
Low delay service that
CR might not be able
to offer.

Use two-way radios for
microphones and make
receivers transmit beacons to
aid detection of hidden nodes.

Mobile Video
Services

Sets up a mobile video
broadcast network
using CR.

Hidden node problem
over a large area.

Using control channel to
coordinate the broadcast
network and solve the hidden
node problem by sharing the
spectrum over the whole CR
network.

Covert
Military
Radio

Use any available
spectrum and different
waveform to set up
communications.

Might be used already.

N/A.

Emergency
Radio
System

Set up an emergency
radio system using any
available spectrum.

Potential problems with
local regulators for
systems used abroad
or close to country
boundaries.

Need international regulations
for emergency CR system.

Multitechnology
Phone

Using different
technologies on one
mobile phone.

Already possible but
economic benefit is not
clear.

Economic analysis needed.

Table 1: Potential CR applications with related problems and solutions.
Since the meeting with industry members, two more applications have been added
to those in Table 1: multimedia wireless networking and extending fixed networks.
These are discussed in more detail in Appendix G.

4.3 Contemporary Users of Spectrum
Having identified the most suitable applications of CR, the next question is which
contemporary users are best suited to sharing their spectrum with CR? This
depends on the application. But before considering specific applications, an
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overview of all contemporary users that are generally suited to spectrum sharing is
provided.
From discussion in Appendix G it is concluded that the most appropriate frequency
range for consideration is 100MHz - 10GHz (this includes the range 300 – 3000MHz
that Ofcom has dubbed the sweet spot in its Spectrum Framework Review [62]).
The major civil applications in this range are shown in Figure 6, distinguished by
different technology types.

Figure 6: Major civil frequency allocations in the UK (created by Red-M)
Examination of frequency allocations helps to identify contemporary services with
which CR could share spectrum. These could be either where usage is variable in
space and/or time and CR can jump in and out of gaps, or where the usage is fixed
and non-time variant and the CR shares the spectrum. The former may be more
challenging than the latter which is already being pursued by the IEEE-802.22 for
the TV bands. Some CR applications may need high information rates, necessitating
the use of significant RF bandwidths and the use of cognitive techniques may offer
an effective means of selecting, combining and managing small non-contiguous
spectrum portions to obtain the required spectrum resource. Techniques for
combining non-contiguous spectrum portions are being examined under the
Spectrum Aggregation SES programme [66]. Table 2 lists the contemporary user
types that were selected for further analysis, along with some of the important
characteristics of these technologies.
Frequency
(MHz)

User type

Modulation

Multiple
Access
Technique

Bit rate /
bandwidth

TETRA

380 – 430

TDMA

GMSK

7.2 kbps

Analogue LMR

148 – 470

n/a

FM / PM

25/12 kHz

T-DAB

217.5 – 230

COFDM

QPSK

1.7MHz

DVB-T

300 – 1000

COFDM

16QAM – 64QAM

4 – 6 Mbps

GSM cellular

880 – 960

TDMA

GMSK or 8PSK

13 kbps

1710 – 1880
DECT

1880 – 1900

TDMA

Pi/4QPSK

384 kbps

UMTS

1920 – 2170

WCDMA

QPSK

2 Mbps

802.11 WLAN

2400 – 2483.5

CSMA-CA

GFSK

54 Mbps

Radar

Various

n/a

PRF

n/a

WiMax

2000 – 11000

FDMA

OFDM

75 Mbps

Table 2: Contemporary user types and their characteristics
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In Appendix G, each user type is considered separately to assess the impact on it
by interference from CR devices. The outcome is that four contemporary user types
would appear to suffer least from interference with CR devices:
·

·

·

·

4.4

Analogue land mobile radio: Activity factors are low, base station
locations are known and LU receivers are relatively robust against
interference. CRs could use a database of base station locations
together with local spectrum monitoring to identify temporal gaps in
usage. Additional measures may be required to mitigate the hidden node
problem;
DVB-T: There is a large amount of spectrum available and LU receivers
are reasonably robust against interference. Interleaved spectrum would
enable nationwide coverage of CR services in this band. CRs could use
a database of transmitter locations and spectrum monitoring to take
account of spatial variations in LU coverage;
Radar: There is a considerable amount of spectrum available and some
radars can mitigate the impact of interference by shifting frequency. CRs
would use a database of radar locations plus local sensing to
synchronise with the radar rotation rate;
WiMax: Again there is a useful amount of FWA spectrum available and
802.16h in particular will be reasonably robust against interference. A
database could provide a CR with all fixed LU transmitter locations.
Local sensing would tell the CR which channels were in use.

Opportunities for Spectrum or Band Sharing
The concept of sharing spectrum implies the consent of the current established,
legacy user. For existing private sector licence holders, there may be little incentive
to share spectrum, particularly if considerable licence fees have been involved in
securing access to spectrum in the first place. Also, many of the private sector
licences issued in the past have been technology specific, reducing the flexibility for
resale of spectrum for other technologies. Ofcom is now moving from a policy where
the licence dictates the technology to be used, to one in which the licence confers
the right to use spectrum in a technology neutral way. The new licences will confer
spectrum usage rights (SUR) and are likely to be defined in terms of the interference
caused to neighbouring users in adjacent bands.
However, there may be a stronger incentive to develop sharing capabilities amongst
public spectrum holders. The Cave Audit of Independent Spectrum Holdings
assessed the current use of spectrum by public sector organisations, such as the
Ministry of Defence (MOD), the Maritime Coastguard Agency (MCA) and the Civil
Aviation Authority (CAA). It resulted in the publication, in March 2006, of the
Government Response and Action Plan and a recommendation that charges levied
on these organisations by Treasury be raised in coming years to incentivise them to
use their spectrum allocations more efficiently. In order to compensate for the higher
fees being paid, the public sector bodies are encouraged to re-sell unused spectrum
blocks to third party organisations, thus gaining a return on their investment in
spectrum (and thereby reducing their outgoings) while simultaneously maximising
the use of spectrum.
This re-use of public sector spectrum by third party organisations is commonly
referred to as band sharing – and may well offer an ideal opportunity for CR
technology. There are a number of steps which need to be taken before band
sharing can take place. The public sector bodies need to conduct detailed audits of
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their current use of spectrum, both on a band by band basis to identify any white
space in terms of allocations, but also both spatially and temporally, to identify white
space which may be used, for example, in a specific geographic region under a local
licence arrangement, or at certain times of day, or by a system cognitively able to
sense legacy use and modify its own behaviour.
In terms of sharing in bands already used by certain applications, the legacy user
needs to be certain that sharing does not compromise the operation of existing
systems – particularly if those are used for critical systems such as air traffic control
or national security applications, to take two obvious examples. Another essential
step towards band sharing will therefore be the establishment, on a system by
system basis in some bands, of the criteria which must be met by a potential sharer
so that legacy systems can operate with tolerable levels of interference which do not
risk any degradation of their performance. Once such safety criteria have been
established, these will be built in to the specification for future band sharing
technologies and will clearly outline the parameters to which CR equipment must
conform if it is to share safely with existing systems in already allocated bands.
There are two potential routes to band sharing. Either, the legacy spectrum holder
(ie the primary user and original licence holder) makes an agreement directly with a
third party organisation (the secondary user or band sharer). The terms on which the
spectrum would be shared would be outlined and agreed between them and there
would be no regulatory involvement in either setting safety criteria, monitoring that
safety criteria were being complied with, or imposing penalties if they were not kept.
This may well be the case for public sector spectrum sharing. It is likely that these
relationships will be managed by a third party “Band Manager” organisation, which
would take on the role of spectrum trading and management for public sector
bodies.
Alternatively, band sharing in certain spectrum bands could be mandated by the
regulator. In this case, it would be the regulator’s responsibility to outline safety
criteria, ensure that the primary user did not suffer from interference as a result of
the secondary user, monitor interference levels and impose penalties if they were
exceeded. In this case, the regulator would need to be convinced that the benefits of
Cognitive Radio in terms of spectral efficiency, would out-weigh the dis-benefits – in
terms of interference and market disruption.
Whether the further development of CR is enabled by the allocation of test bands, or
through the use of licence-exempt spectrum, or through band sharing of public or
private spectrum allocations, the regulator’s role will be to ensure that both legacy
licensees and spectrum sharers are able to operate effectively without
compromising the rights and integrity of each others’ systems

4.5 Applications Most Suited to CR
Appendix G contains an assessment of the suitability of each application mentioned
in part 4.2 above. Of these, the most promising applications are:
·

·

Mobile multimedia downloads (for example, download of music/video
files to portable players). This application would require moderate data
rates and near-ubiquitous coverage so DVB-T is probably the most
appropriate LU type to share with;
Emergency communications services (for example, video transmission
from firemens’ helmets). A moderate data rate is required and localised
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·

·

coverage so any of the four LU types suggested in the previous section
would be appropriate;
Broadband wireless networking (for example, using nomadic laptops). A
high data rate is required but CR users may accept more limited
coverage, e.g. in localised hot spots. The most appropriate LU types are
therefore DVB-T, Radar and WiMax;
Multimedia wireless networking services (e.g. audio/video distribution
within homes). Again a high data rate is required so the most
appropriate LU types are DVB-T, Radar and WiMax. If “unused” UHF
spectrum were used then a Freeview type set top box could scan for
available spectrum.

The advantages and disadvantages of each are summarised in Table 3.

Advantages
Mobile multimedia
download

Emergency radio
system

Disadvantages

High tolerance of delays

High mobility required – CR
must be more sophisticated

Large volume of CR devices –
cost economies

Requires a network of CR base
stations providing extensive
coverage

Low power is required

Poor tolerance of delays

Very low mobility required

Low volume of CR devices

No network of CR base stations
required
Broadband wireless
networking

Devices such as laptops tend to
be fairly static

Requires a network of CR base
stations

Users might be able to use CR
(e.g. UMTS spectrum) in
addition to a WLAN connection,
such that if the LU spectrum
became unavailable they would
not lose their connection
completely
Network use can tolerate delays
Large volume of CR devices –
cost economies
Limited coverage
range sufficient
Multimedia wireless
networking

and

short

Low power is required

Poor tolerance of delays

Large volume of CR devices –
cost economies
Static devices
No network of CR base stations
required

Table 3: Advantages & disadvantages of most suited applications for sharing with
CR
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It is important to note that the need for a network of CR base stations (as demanded
by mobile multimedia download and broadband wireless access applications) is not
just a technical disadvantage. There is the question of whether anyone would deploy
such a network if access to spectrum were not guaranteed: if access were
guaranteed, then a cognitive system would not be needed and the network reverts
back to being a conventional network.

4.6 Summary
CR techniques can be applied to current contemporary systems, e.g., mobile
phones that handover between GSM and 3G networks. To share spectrum between
a contemporary user and a CR system in a safe and reliable way, however,
presents significant technical challenges. This is particularly so with today’s radio
systems making use of the diverse modulation and spread spectrum techniques
available. The exact nature and functionality of any proposed CR system must be
carefully considered with respect to all of the contemporary systems with which it is
liable to be operating.
A detailed protocol analysis of the applications proposed above is dependent on the
results of detailed research. The amount of additional infrastructure required for a
CR network rollout would depend on the services required by that network (and their
bandwidth and quality of service requirements) and the number of users within a
given area. CR networks can and probably will, be collocated with existing
infrastructure, however, if the capacity demands of the CR network exceed that of
existing networks, then more infrastructure would be required. It is very difficult to
formulate any estimations of cost for such networks at this stage. This will only come
as the technology develops into a more tangible entity.
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5 Control Techniques
5.1 Introduction
It seems inevitable that spectrum control will be needed if CR is to avoid interfering
with other radios. Control will determine how groups of CRs form a view of the
spectrum to identify which pieces of spectrum they should be allowed to use and
when. This chapter looks at the three main types of control and assesses the
suitability of each for use in a CR network. Assumptions are made to simplify the
complex spectrum management aspects.

5.2 Dynamic Frequency Selection
A number of dynamic frequency selection (DFS) systems already exist in both the
commercial and military domains across the spectrum. These systems aim to better
exploit the limited resource available. The methods used are scenario-dependent
and would need to be tailored for the application being considered, particularly if a
frequency scanning technique is used. Nevertheless, the existence of DFS systems
shows that there is a body of work that CR systems can exploit.
Three systems are summarised in Appendix H, they are:

·

802.16 – operating in the 5GHz band;
Free Channel Search (FCS);

·

STANAG 4538 for the HF band.

·

5.3 CR Spectrum Management/Control
5.3.1 Generic CR Spectrum Manager/Navigator
A generic Spectrum Manager/Navigator/Controller in a CR system could be
described as “those system elements or techniques that identify spectrum
opportunities that a CR system can exploit to achieve their function”. This could
range from frequent measurements of the spectrum by the CR to highlight spectrum
holes prior to connection, to simply the intelligent use of spectrum data bases.
The differing spectrum control methods are briefly considered in the next section.
The control techniques are likely to be scenario-specific. Consequently, a basic
scenario is developed to explore differing control techniques. It is not possible in
this study to recommend the best methodology.
5.3.2 CR Scenario
For the purposes of this study, the simplistic CR scenario is based on short-range
(<5km) point-to-point, personal mobile data links for a small (<100) team of users
(e.g. fire, ambulance, or police services). It is also assumed that the CRs can
operate in 25kHz channels anywhere from 137MHz to 462MHz and that they can
be deployed anywhere in the UK for short (days) emergency periods.
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A previous study [66] into the allocation of unassigned spectrum within the personal
mobile radio (PMR) bands has shown that the total unassigned spectrum varies
geographically (Figure 7). A significant number of frequencies are available in the
differing regions which may not be correlated with each other (i.e. Newcastle
frequencies not the same as Ullapool frequencies).
Unassigned PMR spectrum
20
18
16
14

MHz

12
10
8
6
4
2
0
Brough

London

Newcastle

Ullapool

Location

Figure 7. Unassigned spectrum variability in the UK
If these unassigned frequencies can be used via CR techniques then significant
spectrum efficiency would have taken place by exploiting an otherwise un-used
resource.
In the CR deployment scenario, it is assumed that 2.5MHz (100 channels) are
required (in the 137-462MHz band) for a short emergency deployment. As the
emergency team may roam the UK, they must be able to automatically adapt to
their local frequency surroundings. It should be noted that spectrum users in
137 - 462 band also includes non-PMR services such as amateur users,
astronomy, aeronautical, maritime, Programme Making for Special Events (PMSE),
etc. (see Figure 8 and Figure 9).

Figure 8. Spectrum users between 100 and 200MHz [66]
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Figure 9. Spectrum users between 200 and 500MHz [66]

5.4 Spectrum Control Techniques
Having established a basic CR scenario, three management approaches are
considered with increasing complexity:
1.
2.
3.

database driven techniques: using a spectrum database to configure the
CR radios frequencies;
combination of spectrum monitoring and database: monitoring the
frequency environment and updating the spectrum database;
spectrum sensing: sensing the local spectrum environment to create a
spectrum register and exploit spectrum holes.

The details are contained in Appendix H, but a brief overview of each is given
below. For simplicity we assume that the CR will be used within a licensed PMR
band by using currently unassigned frequencies (i.e. frequencies allocated to PMR
services but not assigned to individual users). It is also assumed that the CR takes
on the same characteristics (bandwidth, transmit power) as the contemporary PMR
radio that would be allowed in the unassigned spectrum (i.e. it is a radio-clone).
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5.4.1 Database Driven Control Techniques
Virtual unlicensed spectrum could be defined as spectrum that is licensed for a
particular application but not currently used; for example, PMR frequencies not
being used. As such CRs could exploit the spectrum in an opportunistic manner for
a similar application on a non-interfering basis. One simple method of controlling
the CR frequency selection process is by using a spectrum users database. Key
advantages and disadvantages of the database approach are outlined in Table 4.
Advantages

Disadvantages

Transparent and auditable

Active maintenance of data base

Easy to implement

Data base transmission methods

No hidden node problem

Not dynamic on timescales of seconds

No modifications to contemporary
users

-

Table 4: Key advantage and disadvantages of using spectrum databases
5.4.2 Spectrum database updating using monitoring stations
A frequency monitoring system could be used in conjunction with a spectrum
register to control the CR frequency assignments. The key advantages and
disadvantages are outline in Table 5.
Advantages

Disadvantages

Make the control more dynamic

Cost of monitoring stations

No upgrades to contemporary users

Engineering frequency needed

No hidden node problem

Complexity

Table 5: Key advantage and disadvantages of using monitoring stations to update a
spectrum register.
5.4.3 Spectrum sensing control techniques
In a spectrum sensing strategy, a monitoring device develops a spectrum view,
which is then used by the CRs. It should be noted that in a spectrum sensing
control strategy, the quality and type of data required is different to a monitoring
station. In the latter, data is required to confirm or update the spectrum register. In a
sensing strategy environment, a new spectrum register must be created using the
spectrum sensing techniques. The advantage of the CR control via spectrum
sensing is that the technique is highly dynamic (seconds, minutes). The main likely
disadvantage is the quality or accuracy of the data needed to create the spectrum
register such as location of sources, system characteristics (antennas, receiver
specification).

5.5 Security Considerations
A key aspect to the control of CR will be their vulnerability to be overridden and
hence perform tasks that will cause interference. This could, for example, be via the
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transfer of a virus over the air. In the scenarios discussed above, there will be an
inherent vulnerability from the spectrum register being used as this register is key to
the control of the CR. Corruption of the register could result in interference to
contemporary users if the data has been maliciously modified.
Corruption of the register could occur at source, or as the data for the register is
distributed to the CR over the engineering channel. The register could be modified
to cause obvious interference to specific users, or be more subtle and ensure that a
few CR are not allocated a channel.
If a combination of monitoring and a spectrum register are used and the register
becomes corrupted, updates should provide some from of backup. However, as
information is transmitted between CR on the status of the register, encryption may
be required.
The security threats to CR are not fully understood. For example, the impact of
spoofing or rogue CRs joining the network without correct authentication, need
further consideration. Although a number of these issues may be addressed by adhoc network designers, it is important to note that trusted information and hence
encryption, may be required of certain critical data sets.

5.6 Roadmap to Implementation
It is worth considering the potential road map for implementation. The easiest
control technique is to exploit the register. This could be achieved in a relatively
short timescale (2 – 3 years) for a single service, e.g. PMR.
Incorporating monitoring stations is readily achievable using current technologies.
The challenge will be cost and size. The QinetiQ automatic monitoring station
(AMS) is an example of the technologies that can be used. Deploying a network of
stations may take many years (5-10 years) and standards will have to be developed
to transmit the data required to the CR devices. Performing monitoring over a
smaller bandwidth for a particular service will make the task easier.
Although geolocation sensing techniques are available to locate RF sources, if a
spectrum register is to be derived using spectrum sensing technologies the
challenge will be to generate sufficiently accurate locations. The knowledge
required, positional accuracies, may be limited in particular scenarios where
multipath is of particular concern for geolocation (e.g. urban, hilly). At this stage,
exploitation of these technologies is seen to be in the longer term (i.e. greater than
5 years).
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6 Regulatory Issues
6.1 Introduction
This chapter raises the issue of how to regulate CR, which presents a particular
challenge due to its flexible nature. Included is an overview of the current regulatory
landscape, standards organisations interested in CR and some examples of
regulating CR applications.

6.2 Spectrum Regulatory Landscape
In 2004 Ofcom published its Spectrum Framework Review (SFR) [60], which
proposed that spectrum should be free of technology and usage constraints as
much as possible. The SFR recognises the potential of CR in supporting optimum
spectrum usage and makes many references to the technology. However it also
states many technical and commercial problems with CR which might result in
interference, so Ofcom do not propose to make it licence exempt. The SFR refers
to the FCC’s proposal to allow unlicensed CRs in UHF broadcast spectrum, but
Ofcom is sceptical that this would work in the UK due to much higher spectrum
utilisation than in the US. Many respondents to the SFR are concerned about
possible interference to existing services. However, licence holders are allowed to
agree cognitive access with third parties. Since publishing the SFR, Ofcom has
started an extensive programme of spectrum releases which have been
technology-neutral and awarded by auction in accordance with Ofcom’s trading and
liberalisation strategy.
In April 2006 Ofcom published its consultation on Spectrum Usage Rights (SURs).
This describes Ofcom’s plans to fully liberalise spectrum usage. Currently (Phase 1
of liberalisation) a licensee must request a license variation from Ofcom in order to
change their spectrum usage. In Phase 2 (starting in 2006) Ofcom will liberalise
whole classes of licences. In Phase 3 Ofcom propose that transmit rights will be
defined by the amount of interference caused to geographical and spectrum
neighbours, rather than by, for example, maximum EIRP per site.
Appendix I discusses further the current regulatory landscape in the UK, while
international interest and regulatory investigation into CR is included in part 6.5 of
this section

6.3 Defining & Categorising CR for Regulation
When considering regulation of CR, it helps to treat CR as comprising three
separate elements: a radio module, a spectrum monitoring module and a policy box
module. These modules are defined in Appendix A. It also helps to categorise CR
based upon their regulatory implications. CR can be used currently without any
changes to regulations, although subject to usage conditions as follows:
·

by a licensee within their own spectrum;
in LE spectrum where such use is specified in the Interface
Requirement;

·

through leasing from licensees.

·

However, issues arise when CR users wish to gain access to spectrum which is
already licensed to others. This is where the substantial benefits of CR are
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expected, as the user potentially has access to a huge amount of “unused”
spectrum. There are two mechanisms by which this could be permitted, both of
which would require changes to spectrum regulations:
·

·

Secondary Licensed CR – These systems would operate under
secondary licences granted by Ofcom, without the specific agreement of
the primary licensee. Secondary licensing is a common method for
increasing spectrum utilisation: secondary users are allowed on a noninterference non-protection basis and are generally constrained to much
lower powers than the primary user. For example radio microphones
are secondary licensed in the spectrum used primarily by UHF TV
broadcast. Current secondary licences identify a specific frequency,
however secondary CR licenses would specify one or more spectrum
bands together with licence conditions for each band (maximum
transmit power, spectrum sensing sensitivity, etc.). This differs from the
secondary licensing of fixed radios where the regulator minimises the
risk of interference (with the primary user and other secondary users)
through the assignment of specific frequencies;
LE CR – These systems would be allowed access to the spectrum on
licence-exempt basis and subject only to Interface Requirements (IRs)
specifying the constraints on maximum power, etc. An example of a
system which could implement CR technology is the fixed wireless
access system operating at 5.8GHz where Dynamic Frequency
Selection (DFS) detection thresholds as described in the Ofcom’s IR
2007 [69] is required to avoid interference to radars.

Note that Ofcom may want to change the available bands and their conditions after
equipment has been deployed. This can be achieved by use of a downloadable
electronic Policy Database, as described in part A.2.3 of Appendix A. This would
also mitigate the impact of inappropriate usage conditions being defined as
changes could be implemented by the regulator relatively easily. Nevertheless
considerable work is required to establish suitable usage conditions. More detail
can be found in Appendix I.

6.4 Certification of Equipment
One of the principle issues is certification of equipment, since the flexibility of CR
means they must be tested over a wide range of operating parameters. More
importantly CR technology could allow reconfiguring post-manufacture e.g. via
software from the network operator or the internet. This raises issues about who is
responsible for ensuring compliance of devices: the equipment manufacturer, the
software provider or the user? In [2] it was found that it is not straightforward to
ensure that reconfigurable systems comply with regulations at all times and under
all circumstances, especially if reconfiguration using third party software is
permitted, since the behaviour of an individual radio may depend on the
combination of software installed and even the configuration history. This is
discussed further in Appendix I.
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6.5 International Perspective
There is a considerable amount of international interest and research in CR. In this
section are listed some of the organisations involved. They are likely to bring
significant contributions to CR in the foreseeable future but the list is by no means
exhaustive.
Sections 6.5.1 through 6.5.3 are particularly focused upon regulatory work, while
the remaining sections are more general.
6.5.1 SDR Forum
The SDR Forum (SDRF) is an international non-profit organisation dedicated to
promoting the development, deployment and use of SDR technologies for
advanced wireless systems. It has over 100 organisational members, mostly from
industry and research fields, is well known in the industry and holds regular
meetings. The forum has three groups relevant to CR:
·

·

·

the Regulatory Committee, which aims to promote the development of a
global regulatory framework supporting software download and
reconfiguration mechanisms and technologies for SDR-enabled
equipment and services. The Committee is currently writing a White
Paper on Regulatory Considerations for SDR and Cognitive Radio. This
is clearly relevant to regulation of CR in the UK;
the Cognitive Radio Working Group (CRWG), which is forming a
general consensus of what CR and CR-related terms mean and imply.
This is important since an agreed set of definitions is fundamental to
regulation of CR technology;
the Cognitive Applications Special Interest Group (CA-SIG), which is
identifying wireless communication and control scenarios where CR and
CR applications could provide a better solution than traditional
approaches. This will help identify which CR applications are likely to
emerge first.

6.5.2 Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
The Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) is the world’s largest
technical professional organization and a leading developer of industrial standards.
It is based in the US but has a worldwide membership. There are a number of IEEE
groups dealing with CR and related issues.
The IEEE P1900 Standards Group [87] was formed in 2005 to develop supporting
standards related to new technologies and techniques being developed for next
generation radio and advanced spectrum management. It has three working
groups, all of which have an approved Project Authorization Request (PAR):
·

P1900.1 (Standard Terms, Definitions and Concepts for Spectrum
Management, Policy Defined Radio, Adaptive Radio and Software
Defined Radio) will feed into that of SDRF’s CRWG. This group will also
respond to ITU’s questions (see below);
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·

·

P1900.2 (Recommended Practice for the Analysis of In-Band and
Adjacent Band Interference and Coexistence between Radio Systems)
is very relevant to the regulation of CR;
P1900.3 (Recommended Practice for Conformance Evaluation of SDR
Software Modules).

In addition IEEE P1900A is a 6 to 12 months project (from March 2006) on
Dependability and Evaluation of Regulatory Compliance for Radio Systems with
Dynamic Spectrum Access [88]. “Dependability” refers to the level of trust that a
radio system will correctly comply with regulatory requirements for safety and noninterference, whereas “evaluation” is the assessment of whether a system complies
with a specification. The output of this project will feed into P1900.3, or may lead to
the formation of a further working group under P1900. This work is very important to
the regulation of CR and is discussed in more detail in Section I.3.
IEEE 802.22 [89] is working on a standard to allow LE CR operation in unused TV
channels, as suggested by FCC. The emphasis of the work is on spectrum sensing
techniques to avoid interference with other users (TV broadcast and radio
microphones etc.). Although Ofcom’s view in its SFR is that use of unlicensed CR in
UHF TV spectrum is less likely to work than in the US, the authors view is that CR
usage would still be beneficial in the UK - the secondary licensing of this spectrum
for Programme Making and Special Events in the UK demonstrates that it is still
possible to find otherwise un-utilised UHF spectrum. In any case 802.22 activity
may lead to the manufacture of equipment which may be used in the UK. We note
that Ofcom has recently released proposals to legalise the use of low power
transmitters [90] which would share spectrum with the FM radio broadcast.
IEEE’s 802.16h working group is looking at improved coexistence mechanisms for
licence-exempt operation by including some listen-before-talk features into WiMax.
This will increase its robustness against interference.
Because of IEEE’s global influence in the development of standards and thus
technologies, it is recommended that Ofcom follows developments in the groups
above closely and seeks to influence as appropriate to ensure that CR technologies
are promoted whilst not causing harmful interference in the UK.
6.5.3 International Telecommunications Union – Radio-communication
The International Telecommunications Union – Radio-communication (ITU-R) has a
role to affect allocation of bands of the radiofrequency spectrum and coordinate
efforts to eliminate harmful interference between radio stations of different
countries. The ITU-R Working Party 8A has recently declared an interest in CR and
has drafted a list of questions [83] to be studied by 2010. These include:
·

What should the appropriate ITU definition for cognitive radio systems
be?

·

What key technical characteristics, requirements and benefits are
associated with the implementation of cognitive radio systems?
What are the potential applications of cognitive radio systems and their
impact on spectrum management?
What spectrum-sharing techniques can be used to implement cognitive
radio systems to ensure coexistence with legacy users?

·
·
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·

What are the operational implications of cognitive radio systems in the
mobile service?

·

How do cognitive radio systems promote the efficient use of the radio
spectrum?

Ofcom is one of the leading regulators in terms of awareness of CR and it is
recommended that Ofcom should contribute to these questions once they are
finalised, to ensure that the UK’s views are taken into account by ITU.
ITU Resolution 729 (WRC-97) [56] includes Resolves 3 “that, with a view to
avoiding harmful interference, the system, should evaluate the channel occupancy
prior to and during operation”. While this Resolution is aimed at a specific
application, the concept is applicable much more widely.
6.5.4 E2R
E2R (End-to-End Reconfigurability) is a project run by the European Commission
[71] aimed at exploiting the diversity of the mobile and wireless industry, which
comprises a wide variety of systems. The main objective of E2R is to give more
choice to network users, application suppliers, service providers, operators and
regulators by developing and trialling the architectural design of reconfigurable
devices. The project is very broad, with research and development into services,
reconfiguration support, intrinsic functionalities such as management and control,
download support, spectrum management, regulatory framework and business
models. It aims to address these at all levels of the OSI framework.
The idea is for end-to-end reconfigurable systems to provide common platforms for
multiple air interfaces, protocols and applications in order to provide, amongst other
things, optimisation of resource usage through reconfigurable networks and
equipment versatility by software modifications.
The E2R project is structured in six technical research fields, one of which is entitled
“Evolution of Radio Resource and Spectrum Management”. This aims at developing
methods of dynamic allocation of radio resources. It involves research into
reconfigurable technology, e.g. cognitive radio and flexible network planning and
options to enable more progressive spectrum regulation and market-based
approaches that will facilitate more efficient spectrum usage.
Results from E2R so far include a white paper [77] which provides a methodology
for software authorisation based on digital signatures. E2R presents two market
models for reconfiguration:
·
Vertical model, in which the device only accepts software authorized by
the device manufacturer;
·

Horizontal model, where the device can accept software from a third
party.

This work is relevant to the certification of CR equipment, which is discussed in
Section I.3.
6.5.5 XG
The DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency) is aiming to develop
what it calls XG (neXt Generation) communications [20],[21]. The aim of XG is to
develop technologies and concepts that will enable dynamic redistribution of
allocated spectrum. Its primary reason is to aid assured US military
communications worldwide.
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The XG program is approaching what it calls “opportunistic spectrum access” in two
ways: development of enabling technologies to solve problems of sensing,
characterizing, identifying, distributing and allocating spectrum opportunities; and
development of a framework for managing CR behaviour through flexible policies.
To this end, XG is attempting to address not only spectrum agility but also policy
agility, the use of machine-understandable policies for controlling the behaviour of
CRs. Policies, behaviours and protocols could be decoupled in two ways: the use of
a policy language and the definition of a core set of abstract behaviours. Policies
could be expressed using scripts based on meta-language, to be defined by the XG
program. By having policy scripts tailored to reflect local opportunities and
restrictions, control can be exercised over the behaviour of a CR to optimise
performance without detriment to other spectrum users. The XG program is also
considering how the accreditation process could be achieved, with emphasis on
traceability of policies to behaviours.
XG is only interested in the behaviours necessary and sufficient for regulatory
approval. DARPA believes optimisation can be left to commercial innovation arising
from competition at a later date, as long as the core set of behaviours are
implemented then innovation can progress without further regulatory processes.
Three basic network interaction scenarios have been defined; interacting with nonXG networks, with XG-aware networks and XG-cooperative networks. Various
models are being worked on to demonstrate ways of managing these scenarios.
DARPA is publishing much of its research in order to gain widespread agreement
on the concepts and protocols, thereby assisting the development of CR. The
DARPA XG concept is therefore important in assessing the regulatory impact of
CR. DARPA sees XG as a future application for JTRS and possible spin-offs in the
civil sector.
In June 2004, the U.S. Department of Commerce issued two reports with policy
recommendations for improving spectrum management: “Within two years of this
report’s publication, NTIA and the FCC should establish a pilot program to allow for
increased sharing between federal and non-federal users”. On 8 June 2006 FCC
published ET Docket No. 06-89 seeking public comment on the creation of a
spectrum sharing innovation test-bed. Testing of dynamic spectrum access and CR
techniques are specifically mentioned as possible aims.
6.5.6 ORACLE
Opportunistic Radio Communications in Unlicensed Environments (ORACLE) is a
project under the Sixth EU Framework Programme for Research and Technological
Development (FP6) [70], which aims to research, develop and validate concepts
and designs for CR networks and terminals. It will aim to demonstrate the socioeconomical advantages of opportunistic spectrum usage. In particular, according to
its website ORACLE will:
·
·

·

Research sensing techniques to acquire relevant information from the
radio environment and define the feasible operating region;
Define decision making processes to allow intelligent choice of
spectrum access technologies based on spectrum access policies and
on available or unused spectrum;
Propose optimization procedures to define the best waveform;
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·

Design protocols and algorithms that identify, disseminate and exploit
space dimension opportunities in Opportunistic Radio networks;

·

Propose adaptable baseband architectures and reconfiguration
techniques to support all digital RF flexible transceiver architectures;

·

Prototype a hardware platform demonstrating opportunistic terminal and
network features. This will be complemented by system level studies to
evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed techniques in terms of
system parameters (capacity, QoS). Through its dissemination
activities, the project will contribute to the global research, regulatory
and standardization process.

6.5.7 WINNER
Wireless World Initiative New Radio (WINNER) is a consortium of over forty
partners [73] working together to make mobile communication systems more
adaptable to users needs. WINNER focuses on the radio access of future mobile
networks, taking into account how different systems will interoperate with each
other. The basis of this is the use of a common radio interface that adapts to user
requirements and radio environment by switching between different modes of a
common radio technology. Although WINNER falls short of calling this a cognitive
radio, it is clear that the two are very similar and share similar goals. Indeed, the
WINNER project has many objectives, including the development of methods for
efficient and flexible spectrum use and spectrum sharing: a highly relevant topic for
CR. WINNER is one of four integrated projects of the “Spectrum Policies and Radio
Technologies Viable In Emerging Wireless Societies" (SPORT VIEWS) project [74],
set up to study the development of radio spectrum management methods that
promote optimum use of spectrum. E2R and ORACLE are also members of SPORT
VIEWS.
6.5.8 Mobile VCE
The Virtual Centre of Excellence in Mobile and Personal Communications (Mobile
VCE) is a collaborative partnership of over twenty of the world's most prominent
mobile communications companies and eight UK Universities. Its main activities are
advanced research into networks, services, terminals, software based systems,
wireless access and the radio environment. In particular the University of Surrey
Centre for Communications Systems Research and the Bristol University Centre for
Communication Research, both members of the Mobile VCE, are pioneering new
work into CR.
6.5.9 Tektronix & MPRG
Tektronix is conducting joint research with the Mobile and Portable Radio Research
Group (MPRG) at Virginia Tech into CR. Virginia Tech already has experience in
developing and testing aspects of software radio technology and Tektronix is well
known throughout the world for test equipment manufacture. The research will
focus on developing test plans for cognitive algorithms which will enable a radio to
be aware of its environment. The aim is to allow CR engineers of the future to
simultaneously evaluate the RF, baseband and DSP logic associated with a given
spectral event.
This goes to show just how much interest there is in CR and how much faith the
communications industry has in it coming to fruition. Planning to develop a CR is
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one thing, but companies starting to support the test and evaluation of devices that
do not yet exist is promising indeed.
6.5.10 Berkeley Wireless Research Centre
The Berkeley Wireless Research Centre (BWRC) at University of Berkeley,
California, has produced a white paper presenting a cognitive radio concept called
CORVUS [22]. They propose radios that sense the local spectrum but primary user
detection and channel allocation is performed in a coordinated manner, on either a
centralised or distributed basis. Cognitive radios work as a group, coordinating their
operations by an underlay approach using a “Universal Control Channel” to
announce themselves to all other groups. There are also separate “Group Control
Channels” used by members within a group to exchange sensing information and
initiate links. Links are put into sub-channels spread over many primary users’
bands (to reduce disruption when a primary user reappears), sub-channels are
selected by an overlay approach, an opportunistic basis using space and time
diversities.
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6.6 Roadmap for Development of CR Regulation
CR has the potential to bring significant improvements to wireless communication,
but its success will depend upon regulatory changes to promote its development
and utilisation. A timescale for regulatory action is recommended and must address
the following issues:
·

·

·

·

·

Technological advances. This will result ultimately in CR equipment with
the required flexibility, intelligence and cost. Whilst we do not anticipate
that Ofcom will commission the required research and development,
Ofcom could provide spectrum to enable researchers to test techniques
and equipment;
Standardisation. As we have seen before (with GSM, 3G, 802.11, etc.)
standardisation is critical to ensuring that devices work globally thereby
enabling the economies of scale. Standardisation of the interfaces
between CR components and of data inputs (spectrum data and
policies) is required;
Large CR spectrum pool. A large pool will increase the benefits of CR to
users and therefore stimulate the development of CR. Ofcom is
releasing a significant amount of spectrum over the next few years and
has an opportunity to make parts of this available to CR. This includes
the “digital dividend” of up to 112 MHz released as part of digital
switchover. Additionally Ofcom could make existing spectrum available
to CR through LE or secondary licensed usage, although this might
increase the interference risk to existing licensees;
Availability of data. CR requires policy data in order to comply with
regulations. In addition, license data and spectrum monitoring data help
CRs to identify spectrum holes. However, Ofcom’s data has very limited
availability currently. Ofcom also needs to ensure that policy data
cannot be corrupted;
Regulatory framework. An appropriate regulatory framework is essential
for CR to be able to deliver the benefits to users whilst minimising the
impact on legacy users and other CR users. Issues include in which
bands CR should be LE or secondary licensed and the related CR
transmit rights. Also equipment needs to be certified.
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7 Quantifying Spectrum Gains
7.1 Introduction
In this chapter we aim to quantitatively determine the spectrum efficiency that can
be gained from the deployment of cognitive radio devices over the next couple of
years, based on state-of-the-art technology. Determining this efficiency gain is
based on a suitable simulation model of the considered radio environments,
however, the spectral activity data required is not readily available. The required
data has been provided by Ofcom for three bands:
·

GSM band (890 – 915 MHz);

·

UMTS extension band (2500 – 2690 MHz);

·

DECT band (1885 – 1900 MHz).

Determining the spectrum efficiency requires the implementation, evaluation and
comparison of algorithms and system components, such as spectrum and channel
estimation as well as power control, which form the environmentally aware
components of a cognitive radio.

7.2 Simulation Overview
A CR consists of three stages that involve environmental awareness — spectral
estimation, channel (capacity) estimation and power control [15]. The main
components of the simulator are shown in Figure 10. The simulator is implemented
in Matlab and, apart from the core Matlab system, comprises two areas: (i) the
simulated environment and (ii) the simulated cognitive radio.

Figure 10: Cognitive Radio Simulation to Determine Spectral Gains
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7.2.1 Radio Environment
The radio environment depends considerably on the waveforms, band position and
band width of frequencies under consideration. Modelling the environment within
the simulator is therefore determined by the choice of waveforms and frequency
bands, which are to be targeted for analysis. We are currently simulating an OFDM
modulated waveform akin to those used in the IEEE 802.16 standard.
7.2.2 Cognitive Radio
A cognitive radio transceiver is based on a number of components, which need to
be implemented for its simulation, comprising mostly of radio scene analysis,
channel estimation and power control. Radio scene analysis is required to classify
the frequency bands that the cognitive radio can access and therefore has at its
disposal for a potential radio link. The suitability of a radio link is provided by the
“interference temperature” measured by the receiver, i.e. the level of interference in
a specific band and geographic region. White spaces are considered areas (in both
frequency and space) where no interference except for ambient noise is present.
Gray spaces are partially occupied by low-power interferers and black spaces may
contain strong interferers for some of the time. This classification is important to the
cognitive radio in order to select a frequency band for transmission. Radio scene
analysis, sometimes referred to as interference temperature estimation, can be
based on techniques such as, for example multi-taper spectral estimation or beamforming in the case of multiple antennas. In order to utilise black spaces for
transmission, the identification of spectrum holes will be considered.
Channel estimation is employed to determine the channel parameters. In the case
of a fading channel, channel state information (CSI) is required, which includes the
minimal set of current and past knowledge of the channel in order to predict its
future behaviour. In a simulation environment, CSI can be firstly used to calculate
the channel capacity. Secondly, in more complex simulations down to the
implementation of actually transmitted bit and symbol streams, it can be utilised to
solve for pre-distortion and equalisation components, or transmit and receive beamforming in the cognitive radio link. CSI can be gathered by either training based or
blind techniques. For training based techniques, a known sequence of symbols is
transmitted, either as part of a packet such as in UTRA-TDD, or in the form of a
pilot in a multi-user or multi-carrier transmission scheme, such as employed in
OFDM or UTRA-FDD. Blind techniques can estimate the CSI without explicit
training, e.g. through exploiting knowledge of the transmitted signal’s distribution,
such as in the family of constant modulus algorithms, or through decision directed
(DD) adaptation of the CSI parameters if changes in the channel need to be
tracked. CSI is typically measured in the receiver, while its knowledge is required to
adjust the transmission rate in accordance with the determined instantaneous
channel capacity. Unless operated in a scheme like UTRA-TDD where the
reciprocity of the channel allows any measurement in the receiver to be used for
transmission in the same device, the channel capacity has to be fed back to the
remote transmitter.
Power control is required for two main reasons. Firstly in situations where several
cognitive radio devices may compete for transmission, an adequate solution has to
be found, such that mutual interference between devices is limited while high data
throughput or the maintenance of a defined quality of service for users is ensured.
Secondly, a limit on the interference temperature is likely to be prescribed by the
regulation authority and hence an additional upper limit on the transmitted power
has to be imposed in order not to exceed such bounds. Techniques that will be
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considered for power control comprise both game theoretic approaches (such as
Nash equilibrium) as well as water-filling methods from information theory.
Implementation of the CR model, description of spectral estimation and
identification of spectrum holes and channel and capacity estimation are described
in Appendix K.

7.3 Simulation Results
7.3.1 GSM and UMTS Bands
The results from the GSM and UMTS band simulations are output as mean channel
capacity in bits/s/Hz. In Figure 11 and Figure 12 below the average channel
capacity available to a CR device is plotted for the GSM and UMTS bands. The
GSM band results in Figure 11 are based on PSD characteristics provided in [114],
where the average PSD level for active GSM carriers is stated as 35dB and the
occupancy level can vary as a percentage of a maximum loading of 100%, i.e.
when all GSM bands and slots are utilised by legacy users. Following the
identification of spectrum holes and channel states, the capacity available to a CR
depends on the permissible transmit power. This is regulated by the interference
temperature level, which sets the maximum PSD level at which a CR device can
contaminate the spectrum and cause interference to other users located in the
same band. As can be seen from Figure 11, the lower the occupancy by legacy
users, the easier it is to find spectrum holes which provide spare capacity for CR
devices to transmit. Similarly, if the permissible interference temperature level is
raised, the capacity also increases. As an example, for a 30% occupancy by legacy
users, a maximum interference temperature of 25dB, 30dB and 35dB - i.e. 10dB,
5dB and 0dB below the average GSM carrier PSD level - leads to a spare capacity
that can be accessed by a CR device of approximately 2.4 bits/s/Hz, 3.4 bits/s/Hz
and 4.5 bits/s/Hz, respectively.
For the UMTS expansion band in Figure 12, the results are based on spectral
measurements of a model outlined in Appendix K, which showed approximately
10% band occupation with an average carrier PSD of -12dB. While this occupation
could be due to legacy users or spill-over of interference from adjacent radar bands,
the exact nature of the signal present is not of concern to the CR simulations.
Based on the identification of spectrum holes and the channel state, the additional
capacity available to a CR depends on the imposed interference temperature level,
which limits the transmit power of the CR. As an example, a maximum interference
temperature of -22dB, -17dB and -12dB - i.e. 10dB, 5dB and 0dB below the
average PSD of occupying signals (either legacy users or strong interference) permits an additional capacity of 2 bits/s/Hz, 2.9 bits/s/Hz and 4 bits/s/Hz for a CR
device operating in the UMTS expansion band.
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Figure 11: Average channel capacity for the GSM band as a function of the
permissible interference level. The mean power of legacy users is 35dB.

Figure 12: Average channel capacity as a function of permissible interference level
for the UMTS expansion band. The mean power of signals already present in the
UMTS expansion band is -12dB.
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From the results above we will assume to operate at a maximum interference
temperature 10dB below the PSD level of legacy users. As a comparison and
when we calculate the conversion for the economic model in the next section, we
will also consider the case for a maximum interference temperature of 5dB below
the PSD level of legacy. To be compatible with the economic model in Section 8
the outputs of the simulations must be converted from the channel capacity or data
throughput to call volume, a quantity measured in (call minutes per annum
nationwide. This conversion is detailed in Section 7.4.
7.3.1

In simulations of the DECT transmission mode, as detailed in Appendix K.1.2,
proved to be difficult, since the 120 possible user slots are large arranged as a time
multiplex over only 10 frequency bands. Since the CR simulation was set to identify
and exploit spectrum holes but not unused temporal slots, even low occupancy
levels by legacy DECT users led to only few identifiable spectrum holes with poor
SNR. For simulations performed on the DECT band, the resulting poor capacity in
conjunction to the rather narrow bandwidth of the DECT frequencies led to call
volume figures of around 2 x 108 call minutes per annum, which are negligible in
comparison to UMTS and GSM bands. The results for DECT were thus threshold
for the economic model (Section 8) and so were not taken forward into the
economic model.
Similar situations could arise in bands where either time division multiple access of
spread spectrum techniques such as frequency hopping are employed, such that
already only few users might cover a larger bandwidth and prohibit the presence of
spectrum holes.

Figure 13: DECT band simulation with 10% occupancy by legacy users; blue: true
psd, green: estimate with 95% confidence, red: interference contributed by
cognitive radio.

7.4 Link to Economic Model
This section addresses the conversion from the channel capacity or data
throughput - as obtained by the simulations described in earlier sections - to “call
volume”, a metric stating call minutes per annum nationwide, which is required as a
basis for the economic model. Section 7.4.1 details this link. The 2G call volume
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reported in [103] is justified in Section 7.4.1 while the additional call volume
achievable via the deployment of CR is discussed in Section 7.4.3.
7.4.1 Linking Channel Capacity to Call Volume
The conversion can be accomplished in four steps:
Firstly, the capacity figure calculated by the CR simulator can be translated into a
data throughput with an associated number of parallel voice transmissions or virtual
“telephone lines”.
Secondly, the Erlang B model [105] converts number of lines to busy hour traffic
(BHT) for a given probability of a dropped call (Figure 14).
Thirdly, BHT for one cell can be converted into BHT nationwide by considering the
percentage of cells that experience high traffic during telecommunications rush
hours. A spatial factor can be deducted from data provided in a report on the
spectrum demand [103].
Finally, the previously referred report on spectrum demand [103] also provides a
link for the nationwide BHT to the desired metric call volume.
7.4.2 Justification of 2G Call Volume
In their spectrum demand forecast, Analysis and Mason deduce from the total
service demand (“annual call minutes”) the busy hour traffic (BHT). In turn, busy
hour traffic is related to the number of call lines through the Erlang B formula, which
has been shown to be approximately linear with unit gradient for a large number of
call lines under a high demand. This is shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14: Relation between the number of call lines and the busy hour traffic (BHT)
measured in Erlang, in dependency of the probability of a lost call p.
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From Analysis & Mason, we pick out the BHT figure of 16400 for the year
2005/2006. Given that the total 2G bandwidth is 200MHz (GSM and DCS1800) and
one GSM channel occupies 50kHz, we require in general one up- and one
down-link for a call, hence a factor of 1/2. Also the cell structure imposes a re-use
of frequency, which reduces the number of available bands within one cell by a
factor of twelve. Hence, we have

Clocal = 200MHz / 50kHz / 2 / 12 = 166.6
Available call lines per cell. To obtain the BHT of 164000, we assume for a number
N of national-wide cells, only a percentage p is under full load across the country.
For N=10000, a factor p=10% justifies the BHT figure in Analysys and Mason, while
for N=15000, a factor p=6.5% is deduced, i.e. for the nationwide number of call
lines relevant for busy hour traffic,

Ctotal = Clocal * N * p
Should equal 164000 BHT. In the conversion between call volume and BHT,
Analysys and Mason further assume that busy hour traffic only peaks for R=10% of
the day on 250 days per annum, linking

Vcalls = Ctotal * 60min/s * 250d / R
We will assume the same spatial and temporal peak factors p and R below to
convert the channel capacity to additional call volume.
7.4.3 Cognitive Radio Enabled Additional Call Volume
7.4.3.1 UMTS Expansion band
For UMTS, we assume to operate at a maximum interference temperature 10dB
below the spectral of legacy users, i.e. at -22dB, yielding C = 2 bits/s/Hz. About
41% of the transmission capacity are used for pilots in OFDMA within an evolving
3GPP standard. For a 100MHz bandwidth, this yields

Clocal, UMTS = 2 bits/s/Hz * 0.59 * 100MHz / 12 / 2 / 40kbits/s/Hz = 122.9
If inserted into the above derivation of call volume for Analysys and Mason, an
additional call volume of

VUMTS = Clocal, UMTS * N * p * 60min/s * 250d / R = 1.9 * 1010
call minutes per annum results. This could be scaled up by utilising the entire
190MHz that are potentially included in the UMTS expansion band leading to a
figure of 3.75 x1010 call minute per annum, or scaled down by only releasing a part
of the spectrum.
If the interference temperature is permitted to rise to within 5dB of the legacy users’
carrier PSD level, we obtain call volumes of 2.731 x1010 call minutes per annum for
a 100MHz band and 5.3 x1010 call minutes per annum for the entire 190MHz band.
7.4.3.1

GSM Band
For GSM, such a calculation is difficult, since during peak hour traffic, legacy 2G
users may take up a very large proportion of the available capacity. If more 2G
users migrate to 3G or CR-enabled services, then the peak hour use of the GSM
band may be lower. If we assume a 80% occupancy during peak hours and permit
an interference temperature 10dB below the average user power of 35dB based on
the Riverside House data, then we obtain
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Clocal, GSM = 0.45 bits/s/Hz * 50MHz / 12 / 2 / 40kbits/s/Hz = 23.41
call minutes per annum. In this case, the resulting call volume is given by

VGSM = Clocal, GSM * N * p * 60min/s * 250d / R = 1.5 * 109
This result varies if different occupancy levels are assumed or permitted
interference temperature levels are altered. Results listed Section 7.5 will provide
call volume figures for maximum interference temperature levels of 5dB and 10dB
below the average GSM carrier PSD level and occupancy levels of 30%, 50%, 70%
and 80%, whereby an occupancy level of 100% would indicate a full loading of the
GSM band with GSM legacy users.

7.5 Results
A summary of the results in terms of additional call volume at both 10dB and 5dB
interference temperature levels and various levels of occupancy (GSM only), are
shown in Table 6 and Table 7 below:
GSM Band
Band
Occupancy

10dB Interference
Temperature

5dB Interference
Temperature

80%

1.5 x109

3.75 x109

70%

3.75 x109

5.2 x109

50%

6.6 x109

9.7 x109

30%

1.11 x1010

1.6 x1010

Table 6: GSM Band. Extra CR call volume achieved expressed in the number of
additional call minutes per annum
UMTS Expansion Band
Bandwidth

10dB Interference
Temperature

100MHz

1.9 x10

190MHz

3.75 x10

10
10

5dB Interference
Temperature
10

2.731 x10
10

5.3 x10

Table 7: UMTS Expansion Band. Extra CR call volume achieved expressed in the
number of additional call minutes per annum

7.6 Conclusions and Recommendations
GSM results show high variability dependant on the assumed level of occupancy,
but may be suited to ‘quiet hours’ types of CR services. Currently 2G users will
create a high level of occupancy that may leave little room for CR. However, if the
level of migration to 3G services continues, the GSM band may show lower
occupancy levels and therefore be better suited to a range of CR services. Should
GSM usage lessen to the point where operators want to re-farm the GSM bands to
3G services, then results for CR akin to the one simulated for the UMTS expansion
band scenario in Section 7.4.3.1 may arise.
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The UMTS Expansion bands showed an increased call volume over the GSM band
in all instances. This is perhaps intuitive due to the decreased occupancy of these
bands but illustrates a wide variation between bands that could be explored further
with available data from other bands.
If the CR operates across bands, then taking several bands together will offer a
larger additional call volume than the sum of the call volumes achieved by the
consideration of isolated bands - this is due to the non-linearity of the BHT formula,
where larger number of lines permits a higher percentage of traffic volume than a
smaller number of lines.
The DECT band was found to be not worthwhile for CR considerations, since in
DECT a combined OFDMA / TDD scheme will show large parts of the spectrum
occupied even for a low duty cycle, i.e. a low occupancy. Since the CR algorithm
used offers only sensing in the frequency domain, TDD schemes with empty slots
currently cannot be exploited by the simulated system.
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8 Potential Economic Benefits
8.1 Introduction
This chapter sets out our findings on the economic benefits of cognitive radio (CR).
In Chapter 0 and its associated appendices, the benefits of CR were identified as:
optimal diversity, spectrum efficiency, commercial exploitation and quality of service
(QoS). How do these benefits translate into economic benefits for consumers and
producers? Some of the features benefit consumers directly; an improvement in
QoS comes under this category. QoS covers features such as reliability, ‘graceful
degradation’ of service as opposed to complete loss and the increase in choice by
expanding the range of services possible. The remaining benefits arise from the
indirect route of reducing the cost of services which is passed on to the consumer in
the form of a lower price.
There are also potential benefits to producers (operators) from being able to
provide a wider range of services and from lower costs. The increased cost of CR
must be offset by decreased cost in other respects or by a willingness of the
consumer to pay for an improved QoS. It is stated that “cellular operators are
currently satisfied with the amount of spectrum available” and fears were expressed
about too much competition if more spectrum was made available (presumably
from new entrants into the sector). Competitive fears are also expressed arising
from the coexistence of CR with a legacy system compared with command and
control systems.
The focus for this report will be on the indirect economic benefits from greater
spectrum efficiency in the cellular services sector for which data is available.
According to standard theory of oligopoly a 4-firm or 5-firm oligopoly yields
outcomes very close to those with perfect competition. Therefore, in what follows,
we will assume that the cellular market is reasonably competitive and that this will
remain the case in the future. Again, standard economic theory informs us that, in a
competitive setting and in the absence of constraints such as a spectrum shortage,
there are no economic long-run benefits to producers from new technologies
through cost-reduction or the introduction of new goods. In the short-run, individual
operators will benefit from both these activities if they are ahead of the game; but
when best practice is generalized and more operators are allowed to enter, the end
result is that all firms end up with a normal rate of return that is independent of any
technology. Our subsequent analysis will point out where this assumption is
imposed.

8.2 Overview of the Investigation:
The study covered in this report proceeded through the following stages:
1. construction of a model of demand for the total call volume of 2G and 3G
voice services;
2. estimation of the model using data for four mobile network operators;
3. conversion of demand for call volume into demand for spectrum.
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The use of the model to:
a.

Forecast demand for call volume for the total volume of 2G/3G
voice services and to compare our forecasts with those from
Analysys for Ofcom, 2002;

b.

Convert the forecast into demand for spectrum and to assess
when and at what call volume the spectrum shortage will occur,
comparing results with Analysys and Mason, 2005;

c.

Carry out scenario analysis of the economic benefits of greater
spectrum efficiency using CR. The focus is on the indirect gains
from greater spectrum efficiency and we do not attempt to
measure the direct economic gains provided by CR from an
increase in QoS.

8.3 The Data and Model of Demand for Cellular Voice Services
8.3.1 Data and Sources
A call demand function for the UK four mobile network operators (MNOs)7 is
estimated and used to forecast future call requirements for the cellular services
industry in the UK. The quarterly data on call volume and revenue for each mobile
network operator is taken from various Oftel and Ofcom publications for the period
of 1994q2 to 2005q3. The quarterly data on disposable income is taken from Office
of National Statistics (ONS) from 1994q2 to 2005q3. However, data used in the
estimations consists of quarterly data over the period 1997q1 to 2005q38.
In the estimations, total call volume9, weighted average of price10 and disposable
income are used. The call volume11 and price12 data are displayed in Figure 15 and
a detailed description of the sample is given in the table in Appendix L.1.2. with the
summary statistics.
8.3.2 Model of Demand
First of all some definitions and notation:
·
the ‘Quantity’ of Service Qt is the call volume (i.e. the total number of
minutes of connection to a 2G or 3G service) at time t;
·

let Pt be the average real price per minute of call at time t. This is found
by dividing revenue by call volume;

·

let Yt be average real disposable income per head of population.

We estimate a long-run relationship:

log Qt = a - b log Pt + g log Yt + dt + random_term

(1)

7

Which are Vodafone, O2, T-Mobile and Orange.
Prior to 1997 Ofcom collected very limited data, therefore the data used in the regression
analysis starts from 1997 onwards.
9
The UK's total cellular call volume is found by adding up four MNOs call volumes
10
Firstly, each MNO's average real price is calculated by dividing respective revenue by call
volume and then subscriber number of each operator is used as the weighing factor.
11
mMiTTs is million of Minutes of Telecommunications Traffic.
12
Price is pence per minute (ppm).
8
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where t is time, using the data described above. The interpretation of this equation
is that in the absence of price or income changes, call volume rises at a rate of δ%
per quarter. If the price falls by 1% then call volume rises above its trend by β%. If
income rises by 1% then call volume rises above its trend by γ%. α is essentially a
scaling parameter of little interest. We then obtain the following estimates for the
parameters a, b and g:
α = 14.27
β = 1.21
γ = 0.79
A discussion of the econometric methodology is given in Appendix L.1 and full
details of the results in Appendix L.2.

Figure 15: Call Volume Prices

8.4 Demand for Cellular Voice Services and Spectrum Shortage
The existing allocation of spectrum to cellular services is 540MHz. According to the
demand study up to 2025 by Analysys and Mason (2005), there will be just
sufficient spectrum in urban areas only under a ‘low traffic’ scenario. Under a `high
traffic' scenario a spectrum shortage will occur from 2010 and by 2025 there will be
a short-fall of over 600MHz of spectrum. In what follows we provide our own
assessment of when and under what circumstances a spectrum shortage might
occur.
8.4.1 Call Volume Forecast
We consider three scenarios;
·
low case: Nominal prices and income grow at 1.5% and 2%
respectively;
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·
·

base case: Nominal prices are constant and income grows at 2.5%;
high case: Income grows at 2.5% throughout the forecasting period and
nominal prices are assumed to fall by 1% for most of the period.13

Figure 16 illustrates the quarterly forecasts until 2030. Under the low, base and high
cases the annual demand for call volume is expected to be 296,513; 508,602; and
790,109 mMiTTs respectively in year 2030. Figure 17 is a comparison between
forecasts carried out in this report and by Analysys for Oftel in 2002.14 Full details of
the dynamic forecasting equation are provided in Appendix L.

Figure 16: Forecast of call volume

13

Prices fall by 1% for most of the forecasting period except for the period 2015q1 to
2022q4 and 2026q1 to2030 where they fall by 3% and constant respectively. 3% price fall
is assumed from 2015 onwards due to implementation of Beyond IMT-200 in 2015 and
decommission of 2G in 2018. For more details on this see Analysys and Mason 2005.
14
Analysys forecasted outgoing call volume from 2001 to 2010 in a report to Oftel - The
Long Run Incremental Cost (LRIC) Model of UK Mobile Network Cost (2002).
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Figure 17: Comparisons of Forecast
8.4.2 The Spectrum Constraint
Given our forecast of call volume in the cellular voice sector when do we predict the
spectrum capacity of 540MHz to be reached? To answer this question we firstly
assume that voice services constitute most of the demand. We then convert call
volume into busy hour traffic and use a result from Analysys and Mason (2005) that
converts this into a minimum spectrum requirement. (See Appendix L.4 for further
discussion). Assuming that there are 250 busy days per year and the proportion of
annual traffic in the busy hour is 10% the busy hour traffic (BHT) is given by

BHT =

4 ´ Q ´ 0. 1
250 ´ 60

(2)

recalling that Q is the quarterly call volume. According to Analysys and Mason
(2005), 540 MHz of cellular spectrum corresponds to about 3.5 million busy hour
erlangs. It follows using (2) and assuming a linear relationship between MHz and
erlangs that

MHz _ requirement »

540
BHT = 0.4112Q ´ 10 - 2
3. 5

(3)

Thus the spectrum constraint will be reached when the quarterly call volume

540 ´ 10 8
reaches Q =
= 131 ´ 10 9 minutes.
0.4112
The annual call volume is then 4 ´ Q = 5.24 ´ 1011 . According to our forecast of call
volume this limit will be reached under our high demand scenario after 2025 and for
our base scenario after 2030. This is a far less pessimistic prediction than Analysys
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and Mason (2005) who predicted, in their high demand case, that the spectrum
constraint will be reached in 201015.
8.4.3 The Economic Consequences of a Spectrum Shortage
Given the MHz-call volume conversion we can now address the question: what are
the consequences of a spectrum shortage of x MHz, or equivalently, what is the
economic benefit from relaxing this constraint? Consider Figure 18, suppose the
demand for call volume at some distant date is Q* and the market-clearing price per
unit of call volume is P*. We can translate the spectrum shortage into a capacity
shortage Q * -Q using the MHz-call volume conversion (3). Now suppose no
further spectrum is provided and the price rises to the market-clearing price P .
Further suppose the price charged for spectrum is not changed. Economic benefit
is measured in terms of consumer surplus (CS) plus producer surplus (PS). CS is
the value consumers collectively place on the cellular service in excess of the
market clearing price they are required to pay. In Figure 18 we show the estimated
demand curve. The CS is then the area between this demand curve and the
horizontal line P = P*. The loss in CS arising from the spectrum shortage is the total
shaded trapezium between the horizontal lines P = P* and P = P .
The PS is any profit in excess of that required to recompense all costs, including
the cost of capital and the cost of spectrum. As we discussed in the introduction we
assume that the cellular market is reasonably competitive (four is a large number)
so at the notional market clearing price with sufficient spectrum the PS is zero.
Then the market-clearing price in the absence of a spectrum shortage, P*, equals
the average cost per unit of output which we stress includes the cost of spectrum.
However if there is a spectrum shortage it means that the market-clearing price
must rise and can do so without resulting in new entrants. Operators then enjoy
above-normal profits and a non-zero PS emerges. This is shown in Figure 18. The
social welfare loss is the fall in CS plus PS and is measured in terms of the familiar
triangle.

15

Although in Analysys and Mason (2005) the assumptions are not clear about how the
figure is reached it is important to note that the methodology they applied seems to be a
bottom up engineering method. Although the values found in the high traffic case may
seem very high in comparing with this study, if the price is assumed to change much more
aggressively then a similar conclusion can be reached. See Appendix L.4 for more details.
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Figure 18: Welfare Loss from a Spectrum Shortage

Another way of arriving at the same welfare loss triangle is to suppose that the price
of spectrum charged by the regulator increases to the point where the excess
demand for spectrum is choked off. In the assumed competitive environment the
operators will pass this increased cost onto the price. The PS then remains at zero
and the area marked PS in Figure 18 now becomes spectrum revenue. Social
welfare is now CS plus PS plus spectrum revenue (which is really a form of tax) and
the welfare loss is again the same shaded triangle.
8.4.4 Should More Spectrum Be Allocated to Cellular Services?
We now have all the ingredients necessary to work out the social welfare gain from
providing extra spectrum where there is a spectrum shortage. But first we pose the
question: should the regulator meet the spectrum shortage by allocating sufficient
spectrum to this sector so as to eliminate the spectrum shortage, at the expense of
some other sector? Denote the MHz-call volume relationship16 by MHz = f (Q) .
-

Then f (Q*) - f (Q) more spectrum is required. Suppose the spectrum in the
-

relevant band is ‘correctly’ valued at price a per MHz. Then [f (Q*) - f (Q)] a is the
value placed on spectrum by society (the opportunity cost of spectrum). More
spectrum should then be provided if and only if this opportunity cost of additional
spectrum is less than the social welfare loss of a spectrum shortage. This criterion
can be tested provided we can estimate the value of spectrum a. The problem
16

Up to now we have assumed a simple linear relationship f (Q ) = KQ where K is a constant,
but in general this may be non-linear.
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however is that it is very difficult to assess the ‘correct’ market value of spectrum
especially in a changing environment where demand is growing and threatens to
outstrip supply. An alternative approach is to take the sector that is not spectrum
constrained, from which the additional spectrum is obtained and estimate its welfare
loss triangle arising from this transfer. If this transfer of spectrum alleviates the
shortage in the cellular sector then the welfare loss to society is the smallest
welfare triangle across various sectors from which spectrum could be transferred. It
may well be this smallest triangle is almost zero in which case the alleviation of the
spectrum constraint in cellular services can be achieved at no social cost to society.
Up to now in this sub-section we have considered re-allocating spectrum from some
other sector. However, the distinguishing feature of CR radio is that it enables extra
spectrum to be made available at little or no opportunity cost in terms of forgone
services. At most the opportunity costs are those involving some interference to
legacy users which CR aims to reduce to an absolute minimum. Then in the
absence of such opportunity costs, the only cost that needs to be considered in
assessing the benefits of CR are those associated with initial one-off investments in
handsets and infrastructure. These we consider in the next section.

8.5 Measuring the Economic Benefit of CR
In what follows we set out a general framework for assessing the maximum one-off
cost of introducing CR that would be justified by the welfare gain from relaxing the
spectrum constraint. In Figure 18 let the proportional increase in capacity from CR
be k =

Q*
__

. Then from equation (22) in Appendix L, the gross welfare gain as a

Q
percentage of total revenue, that ignores one-off costs, as a function of k, G(k) say,
is given by

æ 1
G (k ) = ç
ç1 - b
è

b -1
1
- ùö
é
ù é
b
b ÷
ê1 - k ú - ê1 - k ú ´ 100
êë
úû êë
úû ÷ø

(4)

where β is the price elasticity estimated in (1). Figure 19 plots this gross welfare
gain as a percentage of revenue against k for our central estimate of the demand
elasticity β = 1.21 and for two variants: β very close to unity and for β = 1.5. Two
features of this graph are noteworthy: first as the elasticity increases, then the
welfare gain from a given proportional increase in capacity decreases. Thus a given
decrease in the price brings about a bigger increase in demand and it can be seen
why the welfare gain triangle becomes bigger as the demand curves become less
steep. Second and most importantly, the welfare gain increases exponentially with
k. Thus for the lower bound of our estimate k = 1.04, with β = 1.2, the welfare gain
G(k) = 0.058% of revenue whilst if k = 1.08, the gain rises substantially to G(k) =
0.25%.
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Figure 19: Gross Welfare Gain, G(k), from CR
The net welfare gain takes into account a one-off investment cost, C say, in new
handsets, infrastructure etc. Let this be measured on the same basis as G, i.e., as a
proportion of the revenue at the limit of the spectrum capacity. Suppose that this
new investment depreciates completely after T years. Then the net welfare gain,
NetG say, is the present value of the stream of annual gains from relaxing the
constraint minus the one-off initial cost, C. In other words:

(

)

NetG = 1 + l + l2 + L lT × G (k ) - C =

(1 - lT +1 )
G (k ) - C
1- l

(5)

where λ is a discount factor. It follows that putting NetG = 0 in (5), the upper bound
on the cost of CR that would make it welfare-enhancing is given by

__

C=

(1 - lT +1 )
G (k )
(1 - l )

(6)

as a percentage of total revenue. In (6) the gain G(k) is given by (4). Figure 20 plots
C as a function of k for T = 3, 5 and 7 years. Estimated costs (1) and (2) are
explained below in the subsection dealing with costs.
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From this figure we see that if costs as a proportion of revenue are 0.2 (20%), an
increase in capacity of k between about 1.07 (for T=7) and 1.08 (T=3) , i.e., 7%
and 8% respectively, is required for the gross welfare gain to consumers to exceed
the investment cost over the life of the project T. This means that consumers would
be willing to pay more, up to the cost of this investment and in the absence of any
market failure,17 this is exactly what would happen. In section 2 we have discussed
reasons for expecting the QoS to be better (from increased reliability) or worse
(from the hidden node problem). In this section we ignore any QoS effects and in
effect assume that the QoS provided by dedicated spectrum and by CR are the
same

Figure 20: Maximum Welfare-Enhancing Cost of CR

8.6 Calculation of the Economic Benefit
There are four parts to our calculations of the economic benefits from the
introduction of CR:

17

Market failure in the investment decision may occur for standard reasons found in the
industrial economic literature such: as the existence of positive spillovers from the R&D
component of costs, or for various reasons related to market structure. We have noted in
the introduction, that the cellular market is reasonably competitive, but even competitive
industries can generate sub-optimal levels of investment which can be too little (owing to
positive spillovers for example) or too much (because of duplication of networks). These
instances of possible market failure would all suggest some role for the regulator.
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·

use the revenue forecast and the MHz-call volume conversion to predict
the revenue at which the spectrum constraint is reached;

·

estimate (or ‘guestimate’) the one-off cost C of introducing CR;

·

use results from the rest of the work-package to calculate k;

·

calculate the net welfare gain, NetG and the upper bound on
investment, C , using (4), (5) and (6).

8.6.1 Revenue Forecast
According to Section 8.4.2, we predict in our high-demand scenario that the
spectrum constraint in the cellular sector will be reached around 2025 when annual
call volume will be 5.24×1011 minutes. For this case the price is assumed to be of
15×0.95 = 14.25p per minute (see Figure 15). Annual revenue will then be
£14.25×5.24×109 = £7.5×1010.
8.6.2 One-Off Cost of CR
Analysys (2001) forecast the total cost of new handsets will be £8.07×108 in 2025.
We guestimate the infrastructure costs using, as a rough indication, the estimate of
3G roll-out provided by Baziak (2001) of Coleago Consulting Ltd [100]. This was
assessed for the whole of the UK at £2.8×109 giving our estimate of C in the region
of £3.6×109. This is about 5% of annual forecast revenue in 2025 when we
anticipate the spectrum constraint to be reached under our high-demand scenario
(estimated cost (1) in Figure 20). If one goes with the more pessimistic Analysys
and Mason (2005) prediction of 2010 being the date the spectrum constraint is
reached, our estimate of C now gives a percentage cost of 20% of the lower
forecast revenue for 2010; i.e., estimated cost (2) in Figure 20).
8.6.3 Additional Call-Volume Provided by CR
From the investigation of Stephan Weiss we have the following data for the
increase in call volume capacity brought about by CR for the UMTS expansion
band and the GSM bands. He also found capacity gains for DECT, but these are
very small and we do not include them in this section.
Bandwidth

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

100MHz

0.036

0.052

190MHz

0.072

0.10

Table 8: UMTS Expansion Band. Capacity Increase, k, as a proportion of capacity
constraint 5.24 x 1011 call minutes per annum.
Note: The lower bound and upper bounds assume a maximum interference
temperature of 10dB and 5dB respectively below signal strength.
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Band Occupancy

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

80%

0.003

0.007

70%

0.007

0.010

50%

0.013

0.019

30%

0.021

0.031

Table 9: GSM band. Capacity Increase, k, as a proportion of capacity constraint
5.24 x 1011 call minutes per annum.
Note: Occupancy refers to legacy holders being present at the stated percentage of
maximum loading. Lower bound and upper bounds are as in Table 8.

8.7

Results
To justify an outlay of C=5% of annual revenue from Figure 20, for 3 ≤ T ≤ 7, we
require an efficiency gain of 1.03 ≤ k ≤ 1.037; i.e., 3% ≤ k ≤ 3.7%. From the results
in Table 8 and Table 9 we find gains of this magnitude from the 100MHz expansion
band with an interference temperature of 10dB (lower bound) and the GSM band
with 30% occupancy and 5dB interference temperature (upper bound).
In the UMTS expansion bands the gains exceed this in all instances and are up to
three times what is required for a net welfare gain from investment in CR. In other
words we predict that at the point at which the spectrum constraint is reached CR
will provide extra capacity whose economic benefit will easily outweigh the costs of
providing that capacity. Consumers will then benefit because the price at which
demand equates with supply and covers the investment cost will fall below the price
needed without this extra capacity. We have developed a methodology for
assessing the net economic gains to society of any technical device for increasing
the call capacity that can be achieved with a given band of spectrum. This has been
used to assess CR, but other ways of achieving the same increase in call volume,
such as deploying smaller conventional cells, could also be examined and
compared using the same methodology.
So far we have calculated C and k relative to the revenue and call capacity we
forecast for 2025. Suppose however we now re-calculate C and k relative to the
forecast revenue and call capacity in 2010 assuming the Analysys and Mason
(2005) prediction of this being the date when spectrum runs out. Then both C and k
are about four times as large. But because of the convex relationship G(k),
highlighted in the second point in our discussion after Figure 19, the threshold
capacity increase k at which investment breaks even rises by less than four-fold;
i.e. by 7-8% from Figure 20. As before the gains from the UMTS expansion bands
exceed this in all instances but are now up to six times what is required for a net
welfare gain from investment in CR. Additionally, this gain can be achieved from
within the GSM band (upper bound) at 50% occupancy.

8.8 Summary and Recommendations
According to our forecast of call volume the cellular spectrum capacity of 540MHz
will be reached under our high demand scenario after 2025 and for our base
scenario after 2030. This is a far less pessimistic prediction than Analysys and
Mason who predicted in their high demand case that the spectrum constraint will be
reached in 2010. Consideration should be given to investigating the reasons for this
disparity and agreeing a methodology for forecasting demand across all bands
perhaps on an IER basis.
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We arrive at a rough estimate of the cost of introducing CR by adding the cost of
new hand-sets to the 3G roll-out costs. Our estimate is 5% of our high demand
forecast revenue for 2025. Based on our stated assumptions, this cost of CR
requires an efficiency gain of between 3% and 3.7% of call volume to yield a net
economic gain.
Our engineering model has found that gains within these bounds are found in the
100MHz UMTS expansion band and the GSM band at an assumed level of 30%
occupancy. This was with 10dB and 5dB maximum interference temperature
respectively.
Further capacity gains beyond those required to yield a net economic gain were
found in both the 100MHz UMTS expansion band at a 5dB interference
temperature and the 190MHz UMTS expansion band at both levels of interference
temperature.
Suppose however we assume the Analysys and Mason (2005) prediction of 2010
being the date spectrum runs out. The net gains are even higher under this
scenario and any investment level that gave net gains before now deliver higher
(positive) gains which would justify higher investment costs.
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9 CR Demonstrator
9.1 Introduction
This chapter gives an overview of how the software demonstrator was developed,
then goes on to discuss some of the simulations undertaken for this study.

9.2 Description
The CR demonstrator is a computer programme which simulates interactions
between CRs and contemporary radios (designated legacy users). The
demonstrator provides a platform to evaluate the behaviour of CR networks and
their impact on LUs. To ensure realistic results, the demonstrator makes use of a
synthetic radio environment capable of modelling device parameters (e.g. power,
directional antennas, etc.) and the propagation loss across terrain. A number of
different LU types are available on the demonstrator (e.g. PMR, GSM, etc.) and due
to its modular design new types can be added in the future as and when they
emerge. It is also possible to add new CR behavioural modes.
Two versions of the software exist: non-random and random. The non-random
version of the demonstrator ensures that all CRs operate in exactly the same way
and as a result choose the same spectrum holes when they have similar conditions.
This is useful to test specific clashes between CRs and LUs but the random version
is more realistic: for example in the real world it is very unlikely that all CR networks
in a region would switch on at the same instant and behave in exactly the same
way.

9.3 Development
The demonstrator is structured into five blocks, as shown in Figure 21:
1. the graphical user interface (GUI), which controls the state of the
demonstrator in response to user requests. The GUI also receives the update
information from the Simulation Engine to display during the simulation.
An error list will be displayed via the GUI when a function does not run
successfully;
2. the event list, which contains data and functions necessary for managing
the events during a simulation;
3. the simulation engine, which controls the simulation;
4. the terrain map, containing all data for modelling the terrain;
5. the network behaviour block. which is further split into three parts: the CR
model, LU model and radio environment (RE) model.
This modular design facilitates future development of the demonstrator.
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Figure 21: Structure of the CR Demonstrator

9.4 Example Operation
In this subsection we will run through scenario 1, (also included in Appendix M) to
demonstrate the general performance of the software to give confidence in its
functionality.
In this first version of scenario 1, the CR network is also a star network. It uses the
same PMR characteristics as the LU network, except that its choice of frequency is
limited to 450.0 – 450.6MHz.
Figure 22 shows the locations of the LU terminals (red circles) and the CR terminals
(dark blue circles) before the simulation begins. On the map, dark regions indicate
high places such as hills and mountains, while lighter green regions are lower in
altitude (e.g. valleys and plains). Light blue is water.
The simulation begins with the CR network switching on while the PMR LU remains
off. This is shown in Figure 23, a snapshot of the early stages of the simulation with
a transmission taking place from CR1 (the master node) to CR2. At this point in
time, there are no issues of interference since the CR network is the only spectrum
user. The spectral view as seen by the CR network is shown in Figure 24. It shows
that CR1 is using a carrier close to 450.4MHz and it has identified a fallback
frequency around 450.6MHz should it need to hop quickly.
The demonstrator also measures the SNR and SINR experienced by each node, in
this case CR2 is receiving the signal from CR1 with a SNR of 50.6dB. The SINR is
also 50.6dB indicating no interference is present: this is as expected since the LU is
not yet active.
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Figure 22: Location of LUs and CRs in Scenario 1

Figure 23: CR activity is represented by arrows (transmissions), in this example
from node CR1 to node CR2. At this time the LU network is switched off.
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Figure 24 : Spectral view of CR network at beginning of simulation. The CR has
selected primary spectrum (in green) and fallback spectrum (in yellow). Red
indicates measurements of the noise floor and prohibited spectrum is coloured
grey.

When the PMR LU does activate, it immediately suffers interference from the CR
transmission at 450.4MHz. Figure 25 shows how this is displayed on the
demonstrator software. The spectral view of the CR network now changes to that
shown in Figure 26: the CR can see the LU transmission (shown as a red spike)
and consequently has a reduced SINR (7.4dB). The CR network now knows that it
must take action to eliminate or mitigate the interference.
The demonstrator can display the levels of wanted signal and unwanted
interference and noise for each node (LU and CR). To illustrate, Table 10 shows
the information for the master PMR node, LU1, at this instant in the simulation. The
SNR values show that, with no CR network (hence no interference), the LU network
would enjoy good quality links between LU1 and all of the other LU nodes
(remember, the required SNR is only 12dB). But the interference caused by the CR
network is evident from the SINR values in the next column, which are all well
below 12dB. In the right-hand column, the amount of data successfully transmitted
is displayed: in this particular example no data has been transferred because the
LU network has suffered significant CR interference from the moment it was
switched on, hence ‘N/A’ is displayed.
Receiving
from

SNR
(dB)

SINR
(dB)

Significant
interference
?

Data received
(kBytes)

LU2

34.6

-2.6

TRUE

N/A

LU3

33.8

-3.4

TRUE

N/A

LU4

32.3

-4.9

TRUE

N/A

LU5

38.9

+1.7

TRUE

N/A

LU6

36.3

-0.9

TRUE

N/A

Table 10: Link quality information provided on-screen by the demonstrator, for node
LU1
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Figure 25: Red arrows show that the LU has started operating. It immediately
suffers interference from the CR transmissions (indicated by LU1 turning pink).
Conversely, node CR2 detects the LU activity, is also suffering interference and
turns light blue to indicate this.

Figure 26: Spectral view of the CR network when the LU activates. The red spike
superimposed over the green primary spectrum is interference caused by the LU
transmissions.
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The CR network takes a finite amount of time to detect the LU transmissions and
then act accordingly. In this scenario, from the time the LU switches on it takes
160ms for the CR network to hop to the fallback frequency. This can be observed
on the demonstrator by looking at the spectral view for the CR network, shown in
Figure 27. The red spike of the LU transmissions is still present and the fallback
frequency (previously yellow) has become the new primary frequency (now green)
at around 450.6MHz.
In reality, a CR’s response time will depend on its hardware: delays can be
programmed into the demonstrator software to reflect this dependency.

Figure 27: Spectral view of the CR network after hopping to the fallback frequency
(which is now green as it becomes the new primary spectrum).
Table 11 shows the link quality measurements for LU1 now that the CR has
adapted. Interference from the CR network has been eliminated and SINR equals
SNR. Both networks are able to function successfully from this point on in the
simulation.
Receiving
from

SNR
(dB)

SINR
(dB)

Significant
interference
?

Data received
(kBytes)

LU2

34.6

34.6

N/A

LU3

33.8

33.8

N/A

LU4

32.3

32.3

N/A

LU5

38.9

38.9

N/A

LU6

36.3

36.3

N/A

Table 11: Link information provided on-screen by the demonstrator, for node LU1
after CR adaptation.
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9.5 Simulations & Scenarios
During the study the demonstrator was used to investigate five scenarios.
·

Coexisting with a PMR network
This scenario demonstrated how a CR network could successfully
detect and avoid undue interference to a PMR network. To start, the CR
network operates on PMR bands because the PMR network is not in
use. When the LU starts operating, its transmissions are detected by
some of the CRs and the CR network moves to another, unused band.
This cognitive behaviour was demonstrated with two different types of
CR network: in the first, each CR uses the same technical specification
as the PMR radios; in the second, the CR network has the choice of
using GSM or PMR specifications. When there is enough spectrum, this
latter CR network chooses GSM for a higher data rate, but reverts to
PMR and a lower data rate when the amount of free spectrum is
reduced (by LUs becoming active). Thus a graceful degradation of
service is provided.

·

Coexisting with multiple PMR networks
This scenario demonstrated how a CR network might adapt when up to
three separate PMR networks were active in the same geographical
area. Each network was switched on one by one, so that eventually all
three networks were operating simultaneously. The CR network starts
by operating on a GSM specification. Because this is wider in bandwidth
than, but has similar signal power to, the LU PMR, the interference that
the CR caused to the LU did not affect the LU’s performance very
much; however the CR could not tolerate the interference from the LU
to itself (as expected), so moved to a new band. Due to a lack of free
spectrum, this new band was narrow (the CR network changed to PMR
specifications). This caused interference with the second LU PMR
network, this time of a significant level, due to the CR using the same
narrowband technology aligned exactly with the LU. The CR network
was forced to stop operating while it scanned for new primary and
fallback frequencies, before choosing a third, wideband piece of
spectrum. This time all three LUs were unaffected by the CR network.

·

LE CR operating within the UHF TV band
This scenario investigated operating unlicensed CR devices within the
TV band, as proposed by the FCC [67]. The proposed FCC rule states
that the unlicensed devices should be able to access a database,
possibly with the aid of a positioning system, to determine whether a TV
channel is in use. Using the Demonstrator we investigated whether the
CR devices could use spectrum-sensing techniques to find unused TV
channels and operate in these spectral holes. We found that it is
possible that the CR devices could be unaware of a TV transmission
due to terrain variations, which would cause the CR network to interfere
with a “hidden node” (in this case a TV receiver). However, once that
transmit powers and antenna gains were reduced to the FCC’s limits of
1W (+30 dBm) peak output power and 6dBi antenna gain, then the
interference from the CR networks to the TV receivers became
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negligible in locations where LU transmissions were undetected and
where they were detected the CR networks would naturally use an
alternative frequency.
·

LE CR coexisting with hidden nodes in the UHF TV band
Following on from the previous scenario, the interference to a hidden
node in the TV band was investigated. The TV transmitter was placed
on a hillside, the LU TV receiver was placed on a flat plain and a cellular
CR network was placed in a valley. This made the diffraction loss
between the TV transmitter and the CR network so large that the CRs
could not detect the LU transmissions. Conversely, the path loss
between the CR network and the LU TV receiver was small, thus the TV
receiver was badly affected by interference because the CR network
used the same frequency as the TV channel. Moving the CR network
closer to the TV receiver only caused more interference without
detecting the LU transmission. Adding more mobiles to the CR network
on the plain where the diffraction loss was less, improved the
measurement of the TV signal but still the measured signals were
deemed too low to be a LU transmission by the CR network and so it
carried on using the same frequency as the TV channel. Finally, the two
mobiles on the plain where replaced by two monitoring stations with
15 dBi antennas (instead of the 0 dBi antennas used by the mobiles).
This improvement in antenna gain allowed the CR network to detect the
TV transmission so that it started to use an alternative frequency that
was not used by the TV transmitter. This demonstrates how monitoring
stations with high antenna gains can be used for detecting LU
transmission in hostile radio environments.

·

Multiple CR networks coexisting with each other
This scenario consisted of seven CR networks all sharing the same
spectrum but operating with different technological specifications. Each
network was self contained, i.e. intra-network links were the aim but
inter-network links were not attempted. When the simulation begins,
some networks clash with each other and adapt accordingly to resolve
the clash. Given time (a few hundred milliseconds maximum), all seven
networks were able to autonomously settle on unique frequencies and
continue functioning without interference to one another. This scenario
highlighted the difference between the random and non-random
versions of the demonstrator software: the non-random version
produced many more clashes and took longer to settle.

The results of these simulations indicated that:
·

a CR network can coexist with LUs such as PMR, identifying and using
spectrum holes and hopping to a fallback frequency when LUs become
active;

·

when an LU becomes active on a frequency already being used by a
CR, then only a temporary amount of interference is caused to the LU. If
the CR is using a bandwidth wider than the LU but has a comparable
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signal power, then this interference may be low enough for the LU to
tolerate;
·

·

increasing the number of nodes in a CR network does not necessarily
solve the hidden node problem. Increasing the sensitivity of at least one
CR node was more effective in avoiding hidden nodes. A CR needs to
be at least as sensitive as the LU receivers with which it is attempting to
share spectrum. In most cases, the CR sensitivity will need to be better
than the LU;
multiple CR networks attempting to find spectrum holes at the same
time are able to sort themselves out and settle on frequencies that do
not interfere with each other. Even CRs that behave in a similar, nonrandom way are able to do this, although it takes them longer than CRs
whose decision-making relies more heavily on random elements.

The demonstrator will be supplied to Ofcom to help them evaluate other scenarios
in the future.
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10

Recommendations
This section contains a listing of the recommendations made throughout the studys:
·

A key driver for CR systems and technologies will be spectrum
demand and spectrum congestion. As applications requiring access
to radio spectrum proliferate, we believe that an appropriate way to
assess and estimate demand for spectrum is for Ofcom to examine
potential drivers for new applications by market segment – i.e. health,
transport, education, energy, aerospace, etc. In this way, information
exchange requirements can be translated into potential spectrum
usage and a methodology developed to determine the likely timing
and extent of spectrum congestion across a wide range of bands.

·

While full (Mitola) implementations of CR are more than 15 years
away, we recommend that Ofcom provides increased clarity to all
those involved by outlining how CR regulation might evolve in the UK
over the coming years and through this regulatory roadmap
explaining how CR research and development will be enabled in the
UK. This may be through establishing a CR dedicated test band,
aligned with the Irish or FCC bands, or by establishing clear criteria
for sharing with legacy users in existing bands, such as the radar
band, subject to approval from the Public Spectrum Safety Test
Group (PSSTG). Technology neutral licensing regimes also allow for
the development of CR.

·

Subject to drivers from standards bodies and potential CR vendors,
there may be a need to characterise (in terms of bandwidth, national
or local channels) dedicated spectrum for a CR control channel,
initially for R&D applications and then for future CR deployments.

·

We recommend that Ofcom continues to investigate the format,
protocols, authenticity, etc of spectrum data (i.e. spectrum
databases, spectrum monitoring requirements and digital spectrum
policies) required for CR-based applications. We believe that close
monitoring of the format and protocol standards being developed (XG
policy language or through the IEEE-1900.B Working Group) will
minimise potential regulatory burdens, encourage the application of
market mechanisms (e.g. spectrum monitoring, database
management) and ensure that CR protocols can be used by as many
radio services as possible (e.g. radar, passive users). This will
maximise the realisation of potential gains from CR.

·

We recommend that the CR simulator developed through this study
should be made available to those organisations actively developing
CR products. We recommend for this purpose that the current design
should be enhanced so that it is possible to conduct statistical
analyses of the behaviour of CRs and their impact on legacy users,
specifically to examine interference statistics such as: number of
times LUs experience interference, typical duration of interference,
time between interferences, etc. This would enable potential vendors
of CR systems to ensure their technologies did not exceed
recommended safety criteria as laid down by a regulator or legacy
user in any national market. Outputs from these analyses could
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provide useful feedback for a regulator, in terms of analysing the
relationship between interference behaviour, CR deployment
numbers and CR control techniques.
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Abbreviations
16QAM

16-symbol Quadriphase Amplitude Modulation

256QAM

256-symbol Quadriphase Amplitude Modulation

3G

Third Generation (mobile telephony)

3GPP

Third Generation Partnership Project

64QAM

64-symbol Quadriphase Amplitude Modulation

8PSK

8-symbol Phase Shift Keying

ACTS

Advanced Communications Technology Satellite

ADC

Analogue-to-Digital Converter

ADF

Augmented Dickey Fuller

AGC

Automatic Gain Control

AI

Artificial Intelligence

ALE

Automatic Link Establishment

ALM

Automatic Link Maintenance

AMS

Automatic Monitoring Station

AMS

Automatic Monitoring System

AP

Access Point

APCO

Association of Public Safety Communications Officials

ARCS

Automatic Radio Control Systems

ARQ

Automatic Retransmission Request

ASAP

Automatic Spectrum Adaptation Protocol

A-to-D

Analogue-to-Digital

BER

Bit Error Rate

BS

Base Station

BT

British Telecom

BWRC

Berkeley Wireless Research Centre

C/Ic

Co-channel interference

C/N

Carrier-to-Noise ratio

CAA

Civil Aviation Authority

CA-SIG

Cognitive Applications Special Interest Group

CDMA

Code Division Multiple Access

CFR

Code of Federal Regulation

CIR

Carrier-to-Interference Ratio

COFDM

Coded Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing

ComReg

Commission for Communications Regulation

CORVUS

Cognitive Radio approach for usage of Virtual Unlicensed Spectrum
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COTS

Commercial Off The Shelf

CPN

Cognitive Packet Network

CR

Cognitive Radio

CRWG

Cognitive Radio Working Group

CS

Consumer Surplus

CSI

Channel State Information

CSMA-CA

Carrier Sense Multiple Access-Collision Avoidance

CTCSS

Continuous Tone Controlled Squelch System

CTVR

Telecommunications Value chain Research

DAC

Digital-to-Analogue Converter

DAMA

Demand Assigned Multiple Access

DARPA

Defense Advanced Research Project Agency

DCS

1. Digital Cross-connect System
2. Digitally Controlled Squelch

DECT

Digital European Cordless Telephone

DF

Direction Finding

DFS

Dynamic Frequency Selection

DMB

Digital Multimedia Broadcasting

DSA

Dynamic Spectrum Allocation

DSP

Digital Signal Processor

D-to-A

Digital-to-Analogue

DVB

Digital Video Broadcasting

DVB-H

Digital Video Broadcasting – Handhelds

DVB-T

Digital Video Broadcasting - Terrestrial

2

ER

End-to-end Reconfigurability

ECCM

Electronic Counter Counter Measurement

ECM

Error Correction Mechanism

EDGE

Enhanced Data rates for GSM Evolution

EG

Engle & Granger

EIRP

Effective Isotropic Radiated Power

ERC

European Radiocommunications Committee

ERP

Effective Radiated Power

ETSI

European Telecommunications Standards Institute

EU

European Union

EVM

Error Vector Magnitude

FAT

Frequency Allocation Table

FCC

Federal Communications Commission

FCS

Free Channel Search

FDD

Frequency Division Duplex
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FDMA

Frequency Division Multiple Access

FEC

Forward Error Correction

FER

Frame Error Rate

FFT

Fast Fourier Transform

FM

Frequency Modulation

FP6

Sixth EU Framework Programme

FSK

Frequency Shift Keying

FWA

Fixed Wireless Access

GFSK

Gaussian Frequency Shift Keying

GMSK

Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying

GPRS

General Packet Radio System

GPS

Global Position System

GSM

Global System for Mobile (communication)

GUI

Graphical User Interface

HDTV

High Definition Television

HF

High Frequency

IEEE

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

IF

Intermediate Frequency

IR

Interface Requirement

IS-95

Interim Standard 95

ISP

Intelligent Signal Processing

ITT

International Telephone and Telegraph

ITU

International Telecommunication Union

ITU-R

ITU - Radiocommunication

JFMG Ltd

Joint Frequency Management Group

JTRS

Joint Tactical Radio System

LAN

Local Area Network

LBT

Listen Before Transmit

LE

Licence Exempt

LMR

Land Mobile Radio

LPD

Low Probability of Detection

LPI

Low Probability of Interception

LQA

Link Quality Analysis

LSU

Link Set Up

LU

Legacy User

MAC

Media Access Control layer

MAC Ltd

Multiple Access Communications Ltd

MBITR

Multiband Intra/Inter Team Radio

MC

Multi Carrier
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MF

Medium Frequency

MILSATCOM

Military Satellite Communications

MIMO

Multiple Input Multiple Output

MMR

Multi Mode Radio

MNO

Mobile Network Operator

MPRG

Mobile and Portable Radio Research Group

MSC

Mobile Switching Centre

NASA

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

NATO

North Atlantic Treaty Organisation

NPRM

Notification of Proposed Rule Making

Ofcom

Office of Communications

OFDM

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing

OLS

Ordinary Least Squares

ONS

Office of National Statistics

ORACLE

Opportunistic Radio Communications in Unlicensed Environments

OSI

Open System Interconnection

PAMR

Public Access Mobile Radio

PAPR

Peak-to-Average Power Ratio

PBR

Private Business Radio

PBX

Private Branch Exchange

PC

Personal Computer (desktop)

PCS

Personal Communication Service

PDA

Personal Digital Assistant

PDB

Policy Database

PFD

Power Flux Density

PHY

Physical layer

Pi/4PSK

45° rotation quadriphase shift keying variant

PM

Phase Modulation

PMR

Private Mobile Radio

PMSE

Programme Making for Special Events

PR

Policy Reasoner

PR2

Poste Radio Programmable

PRF

Pulse Repetition Frequency

PRR

Personal Role Radio

PS

Producer Surplus

PSK

Phase Shift Keying

PSSTG

Public Sector Safety Test Group

PSTN

Public Service Telephone Network

PTT

Push to talk
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QAM

Quadrature Amplitude Modulation

QoS

Quality of Service

QPSK

Quadri-Phase Shift Keying

R&TTE

Radio and Telecommunication Terminal Equipment

RE

Radio Environment

RF

Radio Frequency

RRM

Radio Resource Management

RSS

Received Signal Strength

RSSI

Received Signal Strength Indicator / Indication

RTCE

Real-Time Channel Evaluation

SCA

Software Communications Architecture

SCR

Software Controlled Radio

SDMA

Space Division Multiple Access

SDR

Software Defined Radio

SDRF

Software Defined Radio Forum

SES

Spectrum Efficiency Scheme

SFR

Spectrum Framework Review

SGS

Satellite Ground Station

SHF

Super High Frequency

SINCGARS

Single Channel Ground and Airborne Radio System

SINR

Signal-to-Interference-and-Noise Ratio

SNR

Signal-to-Noise Ratio

SPORT
VIEWS

Spectrum Policies and Radio Technologies Viable In Emerging
Wireless Societies

SR

Software Radio

SS

Subscriber Stations

SSR

Spectrum Strategy Reasoner

STANAG

Standardization Agreement

SUR

Spectrum Usage Rights

T-DAB

Terrestrial-Digital Audio Broadcasting

TDD

Time Division Duplex

TDMA

Time Division Multiple Access

TDOA

Time Delay On Arrival

TDRS

Tactical Data Radio System

TETRA

Terrestrial (/Trans European)Trunk Radio

TPC

Transmit Power Control

UE

User Equipment

UHF

Ultra High Frequency

UMA

Unlicensed Mobile Access
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UMTS

Universal Mobile Telecommunications System

UR

Unit Root

UWB

Ultra Wideband

VCE

Virtual Centre for Excellence

VHF

Very High Frequency

VoIP

Voice-over-Internet Protocol

WCDMA

Wideband Code Division Multiple Access

Wi-Fi

Wireless Fidelity

WINNER

Wireless World Initiative New Radio

WLAN

Wireless Local Area Network

WMAN

Wireless Metropolitan Area Network

WPA

WiFi Protected Access

WPAN

Wireless Personal Area Network

WRAN

Wireless Regional Area Network

WT

Wireless Telegraphy

XG

Next Generation
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Glossary
Brokered spectrum
Cognitive protocol Stack
Cognitive radio

Spectrum resold to third parties by primary users via a broker.
See Cognitive stack.
1. An intelligent and flexible radio that can autonomously adapt to
its environment to optimise some aspect of its performance.
2. The system or process of implementing cognitive radios.
3. The subject concerning either of the above definitions.

Cognitive stack

A system or device that uses intelligent signal processing at
multiple OSI layers, which may or may not include the physical
layer.

Command-and-control

Traditional licensing regime in which the national regulator
specifically authorises how spectrum is to be used, generally
considered to be too rigid and poor value for spectrum users. cf.
Market mechanisms.

Geolocation

Determination of the geographic location of an internet terminal,
mobile device or website visitor based on information obtained via
the communication link.

Graceful degradation

The gradual decline of service or performance, generally
considered preferable to a sudden and complete loss of service or
performance.

Hidden node

A radio that remains undetected by a potentially-interfering
cognitive radio because a) it is a receive-only device or b) the
received signal strength of its transmissions is too weak.

Intelligent signal
processing

Signal processing that makes use of past and present
measurements in order to adapt and produce a desired reaction for
a particular set of measurements: effectively learning and
observing.

Legacy user

See Primary user.

Licence exempt CR

Cognitive radio that is allowed access to spectrum on a licenceexempt basis, subject only to interface requirements specifying the
usual constraints (ERP, etc.) of licence-exempt equipment.

Market mechanisms

An alternative to Command-and-control licensing in which natural
competition amongst businesses will self-manage spectrum,
without the need for a national regulator to intervene.

Mitola radio

A cognitive radio device that measures every possible parameter
and takes this into account while making a decision on the way it
operates. Also called Full Cognitive Radio.

Nash equilibrium

The solution of a game involving multiple players where no player
can benefit by unilaterally changing his or her strategy.

Oligopoly

A market situation in which the supply of a commodity is controlled
by a small number of producers

Policy box module

The element of a cognitive radio that determines how it should
behave based upon regulation.

Policy database

A database of the regulator’s policies containing terms of use (e.g.
EIRP limits for each band).
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Primary user

The “original” spectrum user who has paid to be a licensee and
may have leased part of their spectrum to a CR user. The primary
user’s use of the spectrum is generally considered to take priority
over the CR user.

Rake receiver

A receiver designed to combat multipath fading by multiple
reception of the signal, each reception separated by a time delay
which tunes into an individual multipath component.

Secondary licensed CR

Cognitive radio permitted to transmit on a secondary licensed (noninterference, non-protection) basis.

Software defined radio

1. A flexible radio hardware platform controlled by software.
2. The subject of software defined radio.

Software radio module

The element of a cognitive radio that comprises software defined
radio technology.

Spectrum control

Techniques use to control how a cognitive radio selects spectrum
holes for use.

Spectrum database

A database of known transmitter and receiver locations and their
parameters, for use by cognitive radio to help identify spectrum
holes.

Spectrum hole

A piece of spectrum assigned to a primary user that, at a particular
time and/or place, is not being utilised by that user.

Spectrum leasing CR

Cognitive radio that has permission of the licensee to transmit on its
frequencies, through leasing the spectrum to the CR user.

Spectrum liberalisation

The relaxation of some of the restrictive conditions of commandand-control spectrum licensing, making it easier to trade licences.

Spectrum monitoring
module

The element of a cognitive radio that identifies spectrum holes by
monitoring spectrum and/or using information from a spectrum
database.

Spectrum trading

The act of reselling spectrum rights to third parties by licensees on
a temporal, spatial or other appropriate basis, with minimum
supervision from the regulator.

Sweet spot

The frequency range 300MHz – 3GHz, so-called by Ofcom
because it contains the most practical frequencies at which to
operate.
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